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Abstract

Performing simulations on muscle cell energy metabolism can take a very long
time and use a lot of memory on a single processor. This paper describes
the adaptation of an existing sequential algorithm, with a linear distribution
in cell geometry in two dimensions, for the simulation of energy metabolism
in skeletal muscle cells into a distributed algorithm, which can be run on a
cluster of processors. To evaluate the suitability of several distributed pro-
gramming environments in Python, we compare four environments on func-
tionality and performance. After adapting it and adding some distributed
programming features, PyPAR turns out to be the easiest to use and most
efficient. Furthermore, we implement different distributed methods, Forward
Euler, Runge-Kutta and Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45, to compute the parallel
simulation of energy metabolism and we compare the distributed methods
and the original simulation on performance and accuracy. The results of
the performed tests show that the distributed algorithms are faster than the
original simulation. The distributed methods are configurable in accuracy,
leading to higher computation times for higher accuracy, which is also the
case in the original simulation. The results also show that the distributed
algorithm using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 scales better than the original im-
plementation in regard to accuracy. In addition to the adaptation of the
original algorithm into a distributed algorithm, we have adapted the model
to incorporate a customizable cell geometry, instead of a linear distribution,
including addition of a third dimension.
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Samenvatting

Het uitvoeren van simulaties van energie metabolisme in de spiercel kan erg
lang duren en veel geheugen in gebruik nemen, als de simulatie uitgevoerd
wordt op een enkele processor. In dit artikel wordt een bestaand sequen-
tieel algoritme, met lineare verdeling van de geometrie van een spiercel in
twee dimensies, voor het simuleren van energie metabolisme in de skelet-
spiercel aangepast tot een gedistribueerd algoritme, wat gedraait kan wor-
den op een cluster van processoren. Om een geschikte gedistribueerde pro-
grammeeromgeving in Python te vinden, vergelijken we de functionaliteit
en snelheidsprestaties van vier omgevingen. Na het aanpassen en toevoe-
gen van enkele functies, bleek PyPAR het gemakkelijkst in gebruik en het
meest efficiënt. Daarnaast implementeren we verschillende gedistribueerde
methods, Forward Euler, Runge-Kutta en Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45, om de
parallelle simulatie van energie metabolisme uit te rekenen en we vergeli-
jken de gedistribueerde methodes en de originele simulatie voor snelheid-
sprestaties en nauwkeurigheid. De resultaten van de uitgevoerde tests laten
zien dat de gedistribueerde algoritmes sneller zijn dan de originele simulatie.
De nauwkeurigheid van de gedistribueerde methods is in te stellen, waarbij
hogere nauwkeurigheid leidt tot langere rekentijd, net als in de originele sim-
ulatie. De resultaten laten ook zien dat het gedistribueerde algoritme dat
gebruik maakt van Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 beter schaalt dan de originele
simulatie met betrekking tot nauwkeurigheid. Naast het herschrijven van het
originele algoritme naar een gedistribueerd algoritme, hebben we het model
aangepast om een voorgedefinieerde celgeometrie te gebruiken, in plaats van
de lineare verdeling van de geometrie van de spiercel, inclusief het toevoegen
van een derde dimensie.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Muscle contraction is an important part of the human body, and therefore an
interesting subject for research. Muscle contraction itself is well understood,
but there are several subjects of discussion regarding the energy metabolism
inside muscle cells. Control of muscle contraction is known to be Ca2+ and
ADP dependent and ATP synthesis in mitochondria is coupled with ATP
consumption during muscle contraction [15]. There is a balance between the
synthesis and consumption of ATP and ADP and it has been demonstrated
that both concentrations remain relatively constant, although the synthesis
and consumption can be four times faster when in high workload in compari-
son to a resting state [26]. Following from these observations, we can draw the
conclusion that the balance between ATP synthesis and ATP consumption
is highly regulated. The regulation of this balance is not fully understood.

Ca2+ most likely fulfills a dominant role in the regulation of the energy
balance [1]. In order for contraction to occur, Ca2+ binds to Troponin C.
It is also known, that Ca2+ controls several energy-related processes in the
mitochondria [13] [28] [15].

Models concerning muscle energetics have so far often used models which
assume the muscle cell is a well-mixed homogeneous space of proteins, en-
zymes and substrates [7] [15]. Recent publications have shown that muscle
cells have a highly organized structure [31]. In such an organized structure,
diffusion might play a significant role in the muscle control mechanism, lead-
ing to delays in muscle contraction. Diffusion is the process of a substance
distributing over a volume, so the concentration of that substance is the same
over the entire volume.

Peter Verhoog is currently performing a study concerning local differences
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

in Ca2+ concentration and their effect on the ATP output of mitochondria
near sarcomeres [29]. The study includes a simulation to test the hypoth-
esis ”The position of the Ca2+ release sites of a skeletal muscle cell have a
major influence on the local Ca2+ concentration sensed by mitochondria.”
The simulation was adapted from Baylor et al. [3], to increase the accuracy
of the simulation and incorporate parameters not incorporated in the Bay-
lor simulation. The simulation used by Verhoog [29] can take a very long
time, around 40 minutes for 12 ms of simulation, and a more efficient so-
lution is preferred. Especially when more complex simulations are required
(i.e., increasingly specific locations of muscle cell parts, like mitochondria or
sarcoplasmic reticula) a distributed version can make a great difference in
computation time.

The goal of the study described in this report is the adaptation of the
simulation by Verhoog, in a distributive way, in order to increase performance
and accuracy. We want to make a distributed version of the simulation, to
be run in parallel on a cluster of processes. The hypothesis to go with this
goal is as follows:

• The parallel simulation of the energy metabolism in a skeletal muscle
cell has higher performance, in computation time in seconds, than the
sequential simulation.

Chapter 2 explains the muscle metabolism in detail and the processes
involved in muscle contraction. It also explains the spatial organization of
the muscle cell, the base model and an extended model, which are both
used to simulate muscle metabolism in parallel. The extended model uses a
more complex spatial distribution, by partitioning the cell into parts using
a predefined distribution, instead of a linear distribution. Another extension
we have implemented, is the extension of the model into three dimensions.
Together, these extensions allow for a more accurate placement of cell parts
and their associated processes.

In order to ease the process of developing distributed applications, in
the first section of Chapter 3 we find a suitable environment for distributed
programming in the Python programming language. Python is a fairly easy-
to-use and easy-to-learn language, which is preferable when the developer
does not want to concern himself with the complicated details of some other
programming languages. In the remaining Sections of Chapter 3, we discuss
the base of the model by Peter Verhoog, the diffusion equations which de-
scribe the diffusion of substances within a cell compartment. We also extend
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the diffusion equations to incorporate the extended model. In addition to
that, we describe the additional differential equations, which describe the
influx, outflux and buffering of substances in the cell compartments. We
also describe how the distributed algorithm can be mapped onto a number
of processors of a parallel computing cluster.

Chapter 4 explains several different distributed methods to solve the diffu-
sion equations and the differential equations for influx, outflux and buffering
of substances described in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 5 we first state some observations we have gathered during the
testing procedures after which we list the tests performed to analyze perfor-
mance of the simulation algorithm and the results of those tests. Because the
accuracy of methods is very important in simulations of this kind, we have
also performed an analysis on the accuracy of the methods used to solve
the differential equations, to find out whether their theoretical accuracy was
reached in the simulations performed. We have also performed some tests for
varying dimensions of the cell compartment, in order to gain some insight in
the effects thereof.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we state our conclusions and give some recommen-
dations for further research on the subject.



Chapter 2

Energy metabolism in a
skeletal muscle cell

This chapter describes the physiology of a muscle and the way muscles con-
tract. There are various types of muscle cells, like smooth, cardiac and
skeletal muscle cells. Skeletal muscle cells form about 40% of the human
body mass and smooth and cardiac muscle cells form about 10% of the hu-
man body mass. In this study, we discuss the skeletal muscle cells. Muscle
cells contain different fiber types, like Slow Twitch (ST) fibers, Intermediate
fibers, Fast Twitch (FT) fibers and Very Fast Twitch fibers. Human skeletal
muscle cells only consist of ST, Intermediate and FT fibers.

Section 2.1 describes the muscle cell in general, Section 2.2 describes some
of the cellular processes when contraction occurs and Section 2.3 explains the
spatial organization of important biological components. Section 2.4 explains
and describes the model used and why it is used.

2.1 The skeletal muscle cell

Figure 2.1 shows the physiology of the muscle cell. A muscle cell is composed
of muscle fibers, which are composed of myofibrils. A myofibril consists of
actin and myosin filaments, where the myosin and actin filaments partially
overlap. The overlap causes the myofibril to have light and dark bands. The
light bands are called I-bands, which only consist of actin. The ends of actin
filaments are attached to the Z-disc. The dark bands are called A-bands and
they contain the overlap of the actin and myosin filaments.

4



CHAPTER 2. ENERGY METABOLISM 5

The partial myofibril between two Z-discs is called a sarcomere. The
myofibrils of a muscle fiber are suspended side by side in the muscle fiber.
The spaces between the myofibrils are filled with intracellular fluid called sar-
coplasm, which contains large quantities of potassium, magnesium, phoshate,
multiple protein enzymes and large numbers of mitochondria. The mitochon-
dria lie parallel to the myofibrils and supply the contracting myofibrils with
the energy required to contract. The sarcoplasm also contains the sarcoplas-
mic reticulum (SR), which surrounds the myofibrils and is responsible for
transport of Ca2+ ions into and out of the myofibrils. [12]
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Figure 2.1: The anatomy of skeletal muscle [12]
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Figure 2.2: Shortening of a Sarcomere [12], I=I-band, A=A-band, Z=Z-disc

As the Ca2+ concentration increases in the sarcoplasm, the sarcomeres
shorten by sliding actin between the spaces of the myosin filaments (see
Figure 2.2). The actin filaments not only contain actin, but also tropomyosin
molecules and troponin complexes (troponin C). In the resting state, the
tropomyosin molecules lie on top of the active sites of the actin filament.
The active sites can interact with myosin to cause contraction, but only after
a subunit of troponin C binds calcium ions, resulting in a conformational
change of the troponin C and uncovering the active sites. See Figure 2.3 for
details. [12]
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Figure 2.3: The structure of actin composed of F-actin, tropomyosin and
troponin C, which initiates contraction. [12]
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Figure 2.4: The structure of myosin and the organization of actin and myosin
in the cell. [12]

Figure 2.4 describes the interaction between actin and myosin filaments to
perform contraction. The myosin consists of a body part and cross-bridges.
The heads of the cross-bridges can bind with the active sites of the actin
filaments. The cross-bridges can bind an ATP molecule, resulting in a differ-
ent energy state. When the cross-bridges switch energy state, their structure
changes. Before contraction, the cross-bridges bind an ATP molecule and
shift to the high energy state, after which the cross-bridges can bind to a
near active site of an actin filament. When this binding occurs, the cross-
bridge shifts to the low energy structure and drags the actin filament along,
a process known as the power stroke. This power stroke is depicted in Figure
2.5. [12]

Two kinds of contraction can be distinguished, isometric and isotonic
contraction. Isometric contraction means that the muscle is not shortened
during contraction, whereas isotonic means that the tension on the muscle
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Figure 2.5: Interaction of actin and myosin, resulting in a power stroke. [12]

is held constant as the muscle length decreases. Isotonic contraction is less
suitable to measure changes in force as it depends on the load and inertia of
the load. In isometric contraction, the sarcomeres contract about 3-5%, due
to the stretch of the tendons and muscle fiber ends. In isotonic contraction,
the sarcomeres contract about 30%. [12]

The dominant cell components associated with muscle contraction are:

• The Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (SR), which consists of Ryanodine Recep-
tors (RyR) and Serca pumps

• Mitochondria

• Myofilaments

• Ca2+ buffers

In the next section, we describe the process of contraction of a myofibril
in a skeletal muscle cell.
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2.2 Process of contraction

Muscle contraction starts with an action potential from the nervous system.
The action potential is translated into the so-called excitation contraction
coupling (EC-coupling), resulting in a Ca2+ wave in the cell and the binding
of Ca2+ ions to troponin C. The translation of the action potential into the
EC-coupling is done via a voltage sensor on the membrane of the cell, the
dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR) and calcium release channels on the SR,
the RyR [6]. The DHPR is activated by the voltage sensors and opens up
to allow Ca2+ to stream into the cell. The RyR releases Ca2+ into the cell
based on a relatively high concentration of Ca2+, a process called calcium
induced calcium release (CICR). [9]

The SR also contains Ca2+ pumps. There are several kinds of these so-
called Serca pumps, but we will not go into details here. The Serca pump
can be inhibited by a substance called Phospholamban (PLB), but when
it is phosphorylated with ATP it does not inhibit the Serca pump, so the
Ca2+ pump activity is increased [21]. Ca2+ also regulates the mitochondria,
possibly leading to an increase in ATP output as a result of increased local
Ca2+ concentration.[13] Ca2+ binds to troponin C during contraction and it
consequently regulates both metabolism and work at the same time.[1]

Ca2+ is buffered to various Ca2+ buffers, like the Serca pumps, ATP,
parvalbumin (PV) in some FT muscle cells of certain species and troponin
C at the contractile proteins. These buffers combined bind a substantial
amount of Ca2+ [3] [4] [2]. Some buffers can also buffer Mg2+ as well. The
Mg2+ concentration can be assumed constant, as the amount of Mg2+ is high
in comparison to the Ca2+ and Mg2+-bound buffer concentrations. [4] Next
to these buffers, there are more substances, like phosphocreatine [3], that
bind Ca2+, but their influence is limited and negligible in this study.

2.3 Spatial organization

This section describes the spatial organization of important biological com-
ponents. The buffers described in section 2.2 are not discussed here, as they
do not have a spatial configuration.

The Sarcoplasmic Reticulum stores Ca2+ in the muscle cell, it releases
Ca2+ when contraction should occur and pumps it back again when necessary.
Each myofibril is surrounded by SR, but the different parts of the SR, like
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the RyR and the Serca pumps are not located everywhere. The RyR are
positioned at the I-A-band region and they are regulated by the cytosolic
Ca2+ concentration and internal Ca2+ concentration [16] [25]. The SR store
their Ca2+ near the RyR, so the Ca2+ can enter the sarcomere quickly when
the RyR open [17]. In some species, the RyR are positioned near the z-
disc, instead of the I-A-band region [22]. The Serca pumps are uniformly
distributed everywhere on the SR membrane, except for the region where
the RyR are located [18] [17]. PLB (the inhibitor of the Serca pumps) can
be found uniform across the SR membrane, except where the RyR are located
[25]. The Serca pumps are uniformly distributed along the SR, but the SR
volume and surface area is not uniform along the sarcomeres. Along the
H-band, in human skeletal muscle, the SR density is higher. This potentially
results in a somewhat uniform Serca distribution along the sarcomere in
contracted state. Other species may have a different SR distribution; it is
not fully clear how the SR is organized in other species.

The mitochondria can be subdivided into the intermyofibrillar mitochon-
dria (IMM) and the subsarcolemmal mitochondria (SSM) [5] [24] [23] [14].
The former can be found near the sarcomeres, whereas the latter are found
near the edges of the cell. The SSM are thought to only contribute ATP
for membrane function and ATP demand by the nucleus, whereas the IMM
contribute ATP for muscle contraction primarily [14]. For this reason, we
only focus on the IMM.

2.4 A muscle cell model with a spatial dimen-

sion

The model selected by Verhoog in [30] (to test his hypothesis) is an adapted
version of a sarcomere model of an FT muscle cell by Baylor et al. [3].
The entire simulation space resembles half a sarcomere, which is divided
into a number of longitudinal and a number of radial elements, assuming
longitudinal and radial symmetry. Each element represents a part of the
myofibril and in all elements the buffer equations of ATP, parvalbumin and
the indicator dye used to measure Ca2+ are included for Ca2+ and Mg2+.
At the outer 1 µm of the sarcomere, troponin C is located, which is fixed
in space. The other buffers can move freely in the sarcomere. The model
scheme for the original model is shown in Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Model scheme of the model from Baylor et al. [3].
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The RyR are located at the outermost element on the Z-disc and the Serca
pumps are located at the outermost elements along the entire sarcomere. The
SR volume and surface area are assumed constant.

Some shortcomings of the model are described in [30], as well as some
improvements that could be applied to the model. One of the shortcomings
is the number of elements used to model the half sarcomere. The number
of elements can be easily extended, but is currently limited by computation
time. Computation time increases dramatically for a larger number of el-
ements, as the concentrations of simulated substances vary relatively fast,
because the volume of elements is smaller. Another shortcoming mentioned
is the assumption of longitudinal and radial symmetry, whereby the lengths
of elements are assumed equal and the radii of elements are specified such
that the volumes of all elements are equal.

In this paper we address these shortcomings, by describing a distributed
algorithm to model the half sarcomere. By altering the algorithm, such that
predefined radii and lengths of elements can be used, we also address the sec-
ond shortcoming. Next to predefining radii and lengths of elements, a third
dimension is added, the transversal direction, by using a set of predefined
angles (defined by radians from 0 to 2 ·π) (see Figure 2.7). By specifying this
set of predefined angles, it is possible to model cell parts which exist between
myofibrils, but are not uniformly located along the myofibril, for instance
the intermyofibrillar mitochondria (IMM). The IMM play an important part
in muscle contraction as they contribute the ATP necessary for contraction.
When simulating IMM ATP release into the sarcomere, we do not want to
simulate the IMM around the entire sarcomere, which would be the case in
the original Baylor model. In the three dimensional model, the angles of
elements can be predefined, such that the IMM ATP release only happens
over a part of the surface of the sarcomere.
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Figure 2.7: The three dimensional model, adapted from Baylor et al. [3].
Z1-Z8 represent predefined lengths of elements
R1-R5 represent predefined radii of elements

A1-A7 represent predefined angles of elements



Chapter 3

Diffusion in Parallel

In this chapter, we discuss how diffusion is simulated in parallel. In the first
section, we investigate a suitable parallel environment to program distributed
algorithms in the Python programming language. The second section de-
scribes how we implement the diffusion simulation in this environment and
the methods used in this simulation. Furthermore, in Section 3.3, we discuss
how to map the simulation onto a number of processors.

3.1 Environment

This section describes the evaluation of several parallel programming envi-
ronments for the Python programming language. The alternatives under
consideration are PyPAR [20], PyMPI [19], MPI for Python [8] and SciPy
[27], of which the first three are evaluated more extensively than the lat-
ter. The second, third and fourth subsections describe PyPAR, PyMPI and
MPI for Python in that order. Section 3.1.1 also describes an adaptation
of PyPAR, viz. the adding of the operation sendreceive. SciPy is not in-
cluded in this evaluation, because it does not implement the sendreceive
primitive, which is a requirement for a parallel programming environment.
The sendreceive primitive is required for the parallel programming environ-
ment, as it facilitates ease of programming and performance is increased
significantly in comparison to the blocking send and recv communication
methods. An attempt to implement the sendreceive operation was made,
but unsuccessful, because all other point-to-point communication methods
would have to be adapted as well. As the SciPy package is very complicated,

16
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adapting multiple methods would require much study into the package and
the time needed should be spent differently in this project. Section 3.1.4
describes the extensive evaluation and analysis of the three environments
mentioned earlier. This evaluation includes a performance test, an analysis
of the features of the environments, a second adaptation to PyPAR based
on the results of the first performance test and a second performance test,
including the adapted PyPAR. In Section 3.1.5, we make a recommendation
for one of the environments, based on the results described in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 PyPAR

General Description

PyPAR is a parallel programming environment for Python, which uses the
C/C++ MPI library. PyPAR has support for the standard send and receive
operations, as well as some large scale communication operations, like reduce,
scatter and broadcast. It is also possible to get the number of processes, the
rank or host name of the current node, MPI wall clock time, etc. There is no
support for asynchronous communication in PyPAR nor for the sendreceive
(simultaneous send and receive) MPI primitive. We have adapted the PyPAR
environment to support the sendreceive primitive, which is discussed later in
this section.

PyPAR is an efficient implementation of a parallel Python environment,
it uses the Numeric Python module to create and define numerical arrays,
which can then be exchanged efficiently. PyPAR is very flexible, optional
functionality is available through keyword arguments.

Project activity for PyPAR is low, the website was last updated December
29th 2004.

Adaptations

As discussed, PyPAR does not support asynchronous communication (the
isend and irecv MPI primitives) and the sendreceive primitive. This section
discusses the implementation of the sendreceive primitive.

PyPAR sends control packets before actually sending the data, which had
to be emulated by the sendreceive operation in such a way that even com-
munication using a send, sendreceive and a receive would not halt progress
of the application (see Figure 3.1). By exchanging the control data (called
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control info) via the sendreceive MPI primitive, progress was ensured for the
sendreceive operation. Figure 3.1 shows the added sendreceive operation,
enclosed by a box. Process 1 and process 3 perform a send and a receive
operation respectively. The horizontal dashed arrows indicate data being
exchanged. For simplicity we have left out the duration and delay factors of
such an exchange.

Figure 3.1: sendreceive

As a sendreceive operation was required for an MPI environment in
Python, the sendreceive operation was added before the first tests were done.
The other adaptations that were done to PyPAR include the implementation
of checks in C/C++ instead of Python. This adaptation and its motivation
are described in Section 3.1.4.

The adaptations to PyPAR can be found in Appendix A
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3.1.2 PyMPI

General Description

PyMPI is also a parallel programming environment for Python, using the
C/C++ MPI library. PyMPI is implemented in C/C++, and only a small
portion is implemented in Python. A separate interpreter (an adapted ver-
sion of the Python interpreter) is required to use the MPI communication
possibilities. PyMPI supports all MPI primitives and even some methods to
ease the design process, like topology constructors (communicator construc-
tors) which helps the designer to create a topology.

PyMPI also uses the Numeric Python module to efficiently exchange nu-
merical arrays. It uses the cPickle module to serialize Python objects, which
can then be exchanged as well. This means that the user can exchange ob-
jects without the need to understand the underlying protocol. PyMPI is also
very flexible, with optional parameters and keyword arguments.

For PyMPI, project activity is also low, the latest version dating from July
12th 2005, although visits to the PyMPI project page at sourceforge.net and
downloads of PyMPI still occur on a daily basis.

3.1.3 MPI for Python

General Description

MPI for Python also makes use of the C/C++ MPI library, to facilitate par-
allel communications in Python. MPI for Python is implemented partly in
Python and partly in C/C++, like PyPAR, it does not support asynchronous
(non-blocking) communications either. MPI for Python supports all block-
ing communications, including sendreceive and group communications, like
gather, reduce, etc. MPI for Python also supports Cartesian communicators,
like PyMPI, and graph communicators.

MPI for Python does not require a separate interpreter, which makes
installation easier.

A new release of MPI for Python is under development, but it is uncertain
when it will be available.
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3.1.4 Analysis

Analysis of PyPAR, PyMPI and MPI for Python

In the first analysis, the three programming environments (PyPAR, PyMPI
and MPI for Python, the latter is called MPI4Py in the test results) have
been tested for performance.

PyPAR originally did not support the sendreceive operation, but we
adapted the underlying environment in order to support it. This was done
by combining sections of source code from the send and receive operations.

The parallel algorithm used to test the environments executed nine dif-
ferent tests using 4 processes each. Each test is executed five times. The
processes are configured in a ring, allowing for easy reasoning about the two
neighbours of each process.

Test 1 Processes with even rank send 2000 messages containing a single char-
acter to the process next in the ring, processes with odd rank each
receive the 2000 messages sent by the process previous in the ring.

Test 2 Processes with even rank send 200 messages containing a simple object
to the process next in the ring, processes with odd rank each receive
the 200 messages sent by the process previous in the ring. The object
consists of a string property, an integer property and two functions,
returning a string and an integer.

Test 3 Processes with even rank send 200 messages containing a 2-dimensional
array (of ones) of 150x150 values to the process next in the ring, pro-
cesses with odd rank each receive the 200 messages sent by the process
previous in the ring.

Test 4 Processes with even rank send 200 messages containing a 2-dimensional
array (of ones) of 300x300 values to the process next in the ring, pro-
cesses with odd rank each receive the 200 messages sent by the process
previous in the ring.

Test 5 Each process performs 2000 send/receive actions, in which it sends a
message containing a single character to the process next in the ring
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and receives a message containing a single character from the process
previous in the ring, using the sendreceive method.

Test 6 Each process performs 200 send/receive actions, in which it sends a
message containing a simple object to the process next in the ring and
receives a message containing a simple object from the process previ-
ous in the ring, using the sendreceive method. The object consists of
a string property, an integer property and two functions, returning a
string and an integer.

Test 7 Each process performs 200 send/receive actions, in which it sends a
message containing a 2-dimensional array of ones of 150x150 values to
the process next in the ring and receives a message containing a 2-
dimensional array of ones of 150x150 values from the process previous
in the ring, using the sendreceive method.

Test 8 Each process performs 200 send/receive actions, in which it sends a
message containing a 2-dimensional array of ones of 300x300 values to
the process next in the ring and receives a message containing a 2-
dimensional array of ones of 300x300 values from the process previous
in the ring, using the sendreceive method.

Test 9 Each process performs 800 reduce messages, of which 200 use the oper-
ator ”sum”, 200 use the operator ”prod”, 200 use the operator ”max”
and 200 use the operator ”min”.

The performance in milliseconds of computation time of the tests are
shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

As can be seen from the results, PyPAR is fairly slow, when many small
messages are exchanged. For large messages, PyPAR is comparable to the
other packages, or even faster. This phenomenon commonly occurs when
there is relatively much overhead when exchanging messages. As PyPAR
performs several checks (in Python) and exchanges control messages, this
overhead occurs in this case and might explain the performance differences.
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For PyMPI, all overhead is performed in C/C++, which is more efficient and,
therefore, less time is spent for overhead. MPI for Python performs part of
its overhead in Python and part of it in C/C++, so it is relatively fast for
many small messages. For large messages PyMPI performs best as well.

Some checks that are performed when exchanging messages in PyPAR,
are checks for correct types of parameters, and the control messages that are
exchanged contain meta data about the data to be sent (type of data and
size of data).
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Figure 3.2: Test results (test 1-6)
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Figure 3.3: Test results (test 7-9)
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Adapting PyPAR

To see whether overhead affects the performance of PyPAR in case of small
messages, the following hypothesis is constructed and tested: ”PyPAR is
comparable to PyMPI for many small messages, when overhead is imple-
mented in C/C++ instead of Python.” In order to test the hypothesis, we
have used the same test, but we have adapted the PyPAR environment even
more (called PyPAR C/C++ in the test results), so all checks and the ex-
change of control messages are performed in C/C++ instead of Python. The
adaptations to PyPAR are listed in Appendix B.

As a side note, we would like to draw attention to the fact that PyPAR
communication methods can be called using a ’bypass’ parameter, effectively
bypassing all performed checks and exchanged control messages. For the
’bypass’ parameter to work, a buffer must be specified for the receive and
sendreceive methods and all exchanged messages must be of the ”Numeric
array” type. PyPAR (and PyMPI and MPI for Python as well) sends a
control packet prior to sending the actual data. When using the ’bypass’
parameter, this control packet is not sent, so comparing PyPAR ’bypassed’
with PyPAR, the adapted PyPAR, PyMPI or Python MPI is not a valid
comparison, therefore we have not included PyPAR ’bypassed’ in our tests.

The results for the second test are shown in Figure 3.4. Tests 2,6 and
9 are not included in these tests, because it was not possible to implement
the overhead for object messages and the reduce method in C/C++, due to
strict typing of the C/C++ programming language.

The PyPAR tests where checks and control messages are performed in
C/C++ show higher performance than when the checks are performed in
Python, even to such an extent that in test 1 the results are comparable
between PyPAR C/C++ and PyMPI. The other test which uses small mes-
sages, is test 5, but there, the performance is less good in the adapted PyPAR
environment than the PyMPI environment. So, the hypothesis holds for the
send/recv method, but does not hold for the sendreceive method. To find
out why this occurs, we had to look at the implementation of PyMPI. It
appears that instead of exchanging only a control packet before exchanging
the actual data, the data is fitted into the control packet as much as possible,
leading to only exchanging one packet if the data is small (like in tests 1 and
5). In test 1, the difference is hardly noticeable, but in test 5, it leads to a
difference of 40% (for 2000 messages). The idea of sending as much of the
data as possible in the control packet is very good and it appears to pay
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off. A future adaptation of PyPAR can be to incorporate this feature into
PyPAR.

Research shows that MPI for Python performs some of its checks and
control messages in C/C++, but it performs less tests than PyPAR. The
results show that MPI for Python is comparable to PyPAR with checks in
C/C++, for small messages. For large messages, PyMPI is slightly faster
than PyPAR with checks and control messages in C/C++ in the sendreceive
test (test 8), but in the 50% sends and 50% receives test (test 4), PyPAR
with checks in C/C++ is about 25% faster than PyMPI.

We can conclude from these results that the time spent in checks in Py-
PAR is indeed significant. For many small messages, duration has decreased
from more than 2 ms to less than 0.2 ms in test 1, a decrease of 93%, and
in test 5 from more than 7 ms to a little over 2 ms, a decrease of 70%. For
medium and large messages (tests 3, 4, 7 and 8), durations have decreased
49%, 49%, 6% and 18% respectively. The overhead checks in tests 3 and 4
appear to be a significant part of the computation times.
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Figure 3.4: Test results - Including adapted PyPAR
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Usability and other differences between PyPAR, PyMPI and MPI
for Python

Usability of the three environments is comparable, the same parameters are
required and optional for all basic operations and also for most of the other
operations. All environments also have the ability to receive any message
from any source and with any control number (used for identification of
a message), by omitting the parameters which specify a source or control
number.

Differences found between the three environments include the fact that
PyMPI requires its own python interpreter, which complicates the installa-
tion of the environments. Furthermore, both PyPAR and MPI for Python
have no non-blocking communication possibilities. In addition, PyPAR does
not support the concept of communicators, while MPI for Python supports
the standard communicator possibilities and graph communicator possibili-
ties.

MPI for Python also supports data streams for communication, using
ports. A port is a tiny object with references to a communication domain
and a process id. This id is used as source or destination process in point-to-
point communications, or root process in collective communications. Com-
municators can then be treated as a container of port instances and index-
ing/iteration can be defined for them. Data streams can be exchanged be-
tween port instances using << and >> operators.

3.1.5 Conclusion

The conclusion we can draw from the results of the performed tests, is that
PyPAR and PyMPI are comparable in efficiency and they are more efficient
than MPI for Python. PyMPI is more extensive than PyPAR, but PyPAR
can be easily installed and is lightweight. Depending on requirements for the
environment (especially non-blocking receive or send operations), we recom-
mend the user to choose between PyMPI and PyPAR. When non-blocking
communication is not required, PyPAR is the better choice, whereas PyMPI
is required for non-blocking communication and therefore the better choice.

Both PyMPI and PyPAR are easy to use, as the names of methods and the
parameters needed are intuitive and easy to remember. Next to performance,
usability is very important for an environment, if it is to be successful.

There is one drawback to PyMPI, installation of the environment is a little
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more complicated because PyMPI requires its own interpreter, but with a
good manual or tutorial, this drawback is easily overcome.

Overall, we recommend PyMPI or PyPAR, based on the requirements
for the environment. If advanced communication operations are required, we
recommend PyMPI, but when that is not required, PyPAR is recommended,
as it is easier to install and lightweight.

For the parallel simulation of energy metabolism in skeletal muscle cells,
PyPAR is recommended, as no advanced communication operations are re-
quired.

3.2 Implementing diffusion

In order to fully understand the diffusion process, in this chapter we analyze
the diffusion process and experiment with different diffusion equations. The
first section discusses the original two-dimensional model and how it is imple-
mented in parallel. The second section discusses the new three-dimensional
model.

3.2.1 The original two dimensional model

The original model consists of an abstraction over the three dimensions in
two dimensions, a longitudinal dimension and a radial dimensions, as shown
in Figure 2.6. In the diffusion simulation, the diffusing substance is released
in a certain element in the muscle cell (or multiple elements) and after that,
the substance diffuses to the neighbors of the element(s). The element(s) for
release can be set prior to the diffusion simulation. In order to simulate the
diffusion in a muscle cell, the new concentration of the diffusing substance
has to be calculated for each element, based on the concentrations of its
neighbors, the amount of surface overlap between the two elements and the
diffusivity of the substance. At first, we calculated the new concentration
based on the maximum speed of diffusion in the medium, which we set to
arbitrary values. This very naive approach led to a linear increase (or de-
crease) of concentrations in the elements. In reality, diffusion is not linear,
but exponential. Hence we have to find a new approach for the calculation of
new concentrations. We decided to try and apply Fick’s first law of diffusion,
which is stated as follows:
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F = −D · δC

δx
(3.1)

where F is the rate of transfer per unit area of cross-section, C is the
concentration of diffusing substance, x the space coordinate measured normal
to the section and D is called the diffusion coefficient. Both x and D where
first assumed to be 1, for simplicity and testing purposes. We first implement
Fick’s first law of diffusion to get familiar with diffusion and then we will
extend this to incorporate the spatial dimensions of the model.

Every element calculates the concentration difference (δC) per time unit
between it and each of its neighbors. For every neighbor where δC is positive,
the element calculates the rate of transfer using the formula above and uses
the result to calculate the amount of substance diffusing for a single time
step over the surface area between the elements. It then sends this amount
via the network to the neighbor node, which adds the amount to its own
amount and the sending element decreases its own amount with the amount
sent.

As Fick’s first law is not applicable for non-steady state diffusion, we
tried to find another diffusion equation. Based on Peter Verhoog’s master
thesis [29], the following diffusion formulas have been used. For the remain-
der of this paper, Ce,n is assumed to be the concentration for element with
coordinate e at time step n, and δCe,n+1 is assumed to be the concentration
difference per time unit for element with coordinate e from time step n to
time step n + 1. Unless specified otherwise, an element is identified by its
coordinates.

For radial diffusion from element with coordinate (i, j) to element with
coordinate (i + 1, j):

δCi,j,n+1 radial = D · 2·π·ri·(zj+1−zj)

(π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1)·(zj+1−zj)
·

Ci+1,j,n−Ci,j,n

Rmi+1−Rmi
(3.2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, 2 · π · ri · (zj+1 − zj) is the surface of
diffusion between the elements, (π · r2

i − π · r2
i−1) · (zj+1 − zj) is the volume

of element (i, j) and Rmi+1 − Rmi is the distance between the centers of
elements (i, j) and (i + 1, j). The center of an element (i, j) is defined by its
‘mass center’, the radius where an element is divided in two hollow cylinders
of equal volume.
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For longitudinal diffusion from element with coordinate (i, j) to element
with coordinate (i, j + 1):

δCi,j,n+1 longitudinal = D · π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1

(π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1)·(zj+1−zj)
·

Ci,j+1,n−Ci,j,n

(zj+
zj+1−zj

2
−zj−1−

zj−zj−1
2

)
(3.3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, π · r2
i − π · r2

i−1 is the surface of diffusion
between the elements, (π · r2

i − π · r2
i−1) · (zj+1 − zj) is the volume of the

element and (zj + zj+1−zj

2
−zj−1− zj−zj−1

2
) is the distance between the centers

of elements (i, j) and (i, j + 1).
In order to simulate, using equations 3.2 and 3.3, a single time step in

diffusion, an element must calculate the former equation for each neighbor
the element has radially and the latter equation for each neighbor the element
has longitudinally. Then, the result is added and multiplied by δt, resulting
in the difference in concentration for that element.

To simulate diffusion in a parallel fashion by x processes (preferably one
process per processor), we assign each process an element or group of elements
(if there are more elements than processes). A block distribution is used in
the latter case. After computing one time step in the diffusion, each process
sends the newly calculated concentrations of its element(s) to each of its
neighbors and receives the newly calculated concentrations of each of its
neighbors and the next time step can be calculated.

As δC from element (i, j) to (i + 1, j) equals −δC from element (i + 1, j)
to (i, j) it is not necessary to send the result of each equation to the involved
element, as that element calculates the correct value itself.

The communication between processes takes place using the sendreceive
mechanism.

3.2.2 A Three Dimensional Model

To incorporate the three dimensional model described in section 2.4 into the
diffusion equations they have to be adapted in the following way. Unless
specified otherwise, we implicitly refer to the three dimensional model when
elements are defined by three coordinates instead of two coordinates.

First, consider each element in the original Baylor model as a hollow
cylinder. The new elements are constructed from this, by slicing the hollow
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cylinder, using a star shape, into a number of other elements. The angles at
which the hollow cylinder is sliced is defined by the angles of the elements,
in radians from 0 to 2 · π.

As each hollow cylinder is sliced, the volume of the new elements can be
calculated by dividing the volume of the hollow cylinder by the ratio of the
new elements’ angles and the original angles (the full 2 · π). The surface
area from the hollow cylinder outward (in radial direction) must be divided
accordingly, as the surface scales in a similar way. The surface area from the
hollow cylinder in longitudinal direction is also scaled in a similar way, thus
we can also apply the ratio here.

The new radial diffusion equation, for element (i, j, k) diffusing to element
(i + 1, j, k):

δCi,j,k,n+1 radial = D · 2·π·ri·(zj+1−zj)·
ak+1−ak

2·π

(π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1)·(zj+1−zj)·
ak+1−ak

2·π
·

Ci+1,j,k,n−Ci,j,k,n

Rmi+1−Rmi
(3.4)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, 2 · π · ri · (zj+1 − zj) is the surface of
diffusion between the elements, (π · r2

i − π · r2
i−1) · (zj+1 − zj) is the volume of

element (i, j, k), Rmi+1−Rmi is the distance between the centers of elements
(i, j, k) and (i + 1, j, k) and ak+1−ak

2·π is the ratio with which the surface area
and volume are scaled. ak+1 and ak are the angles of element (i, j, k). The
center of an element (i, j, k) is defined by its ‘mass center’, the radius where
an element is divided in two equal volumes.

For longitudinal diffusion equation, for element (i, j, k) diffusing to ele-
ment (i, j + 1, k):

δCi,j,k,n+1 longitudinal = D · (π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1)·
ak+1−ak

2·π

(π·r2
i −π·r2

i−1)·(zj+1−zj)·
ak+1−ak

2·π
·

Ci,j+1,k,n−Ci,j,k,n

(zj+
zj+1−zj

2
−zj−1−

zj−zj−1
2

)
(3.5)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, π · r2
i − π · r2

i−1 is the surface of diffusion
between the elements, (π · r2

i − π · r2
i−1) · (zj+1 − zj) is the volume of the

element, (zj + zj+1−zj

2
− zj−1 − zj−zj−1

2
) is the distance between the centers

of elements (i, j, k) and (i, j + 1, k) and ak+1−ak

2·π is the ratio with which the
surface area and volume are scaled. ak+1 and ak are the angles of element
(i, j, k).
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The new transversal diffusion equation is constructed as follows. Every
diffusion equation consists of the following:

δCn+1 = D · surface area

volume
· C1n − C2n

distance
(3.6)

where δCn+1 is the difference in concentration for a certain element between
time steps n and n + 1. D is the diffusion coefficient, surface area is the
surface area between the two diffusing elements, volume is the volume of
the element for which δCn+1 is being calculated, C1n −C2n is the difference
between the concentrations of the two diffusing elements at time step n and
distance is the distance between the centers of the two diffusing elements.

The surface area and distance in transversal direction can be derived from
details in Figure 3.5. The volume of the element is as defined for the longi-
tudinal and radial diffusion equations.

Figure 3.5: The surface area and distance of an element in transversal direc-
tion.
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The surface area is defined as follows:

surface area = (ri+1 − ri) · (zj+1 − zj) (3.7)

The distance can be calculated by using the angles of the two diffusing
elements as follows:

distance = 2 · π · Rmi ·
(
ak+1 +

ak+1 − ak

2
− ak −

ak − ak−1

2

)
(3.8)

where Rmi is as defined for the radial diffusion equation. ak−1, ak and ak+1

are the angles of the elements.
We can enter the distance, surface area and volume equations into the

general diffusion equation, we then end up with:

δCi,j,k,n+1 transversal = D · (ri+1 − ri) · (zj+1 − zj)

(π · r2
i − π · r2

i−1) · (zj+1 − zj) · ak+1−ak

2·π
·

Ci,j,k+1,n − Ci,j,k,n

2π · Rmi ·
(
ak+1 + ak+1−ak

2
− ak − ak−ak−1

2

) (3.9)

As for the radial and longitudinal diffusion, we assume there is no significant
difference in the diffusion coefficient D in transversal diffusion.
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3.3 Mapping elements onto processes

In order to simulate the process of diffusion of substances, like Ca2+, in mus-
cle cells in a parallel environment, we divide the half sarcomere described in
section 2.4 into suitable compartments. Each compartment is mapped onto
a process, which then communicates with its neighbors to simulate diffu-
sion. When run on a cluster, it is recommended to only use one process per
processor to avoid overhead on the CPU and memory usage when switching
between processes on a single processor. We assume this is always the case.

As there may be more elements than processes available, one compart-
ment may simulate more than one element. In this case a block distribution
is used. In the block distribution the elements are distributed over the avail-
able processes, in such a way that processor 1 gets the left upper ’block’ of
elements, processor 2 gets the ’block’ next to that, and so on, where a ’block’
is a group of elements. Figure 3.6 shows the details of the block distribution.

In case of a three dimensional division, it is assumed that all elements
in a ‘slice‘ (see Section 3.2.2 for more details) are mapped onto the same
processor.

Figure 3.6: An example block distribution
The numbers in bold specify the location of the element and the numbers in normal format specify the

process the element was assigned to.

The block distribution has been chosen because the elements only ex-
change values with their neighbors. By grouping elements into a block dis-
tribution, the concerned process contains all values exchanged between el-
ements in the block and no communication between processes is necessary
for that. When processes on different blocks need to exchange values, com-
munication is necessary, but this only happens for the edges of a block. By
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grouping the communicated values from one block to another, the number
of communication messages can be further decreased. When a cyclic distri-
bution is chosen, where an element i is assigned to process i div P where P
is the number of processes and div is the mathematical div operator, almost
every value exchanged will result in a communication taking place between
processes, leading to significantly higher computation times.



Chapter 4

Simulating Energy Metabolism
in Skeletal Muscle Cells

In this chapter, we adapt the methods described in the previous chapter to
incorporate the simulation for energy metabolism in muscle cells as described
in [30], based on Baylor et al. [3]. The simulation described is sequential
and takes a relatively long time for a large number of compartments. We
describe several methods to perform this simulation in parallel, with varying
accuracy and performance.

The source code to the full distributed simulation algorithm can be found
in Appendix C.

In the simulation by Verhoog, referred to as ”Ode15s” from here on,
more than one substance is diffused in the sarcomere, next to Ca2+, there
is Parvanine, ATP and Ca2+ dyes. These are all Ca2+ binding elements,
but Parvanine can also bind Mg2+. All these substances have to be taken
into account when simulating diffusion in parallel. The diffusion of these sub-
stances is similar to the diffusion of Ca2+, only a different diffusion coefficient
is used. Next to the diffusion of substances, the influx and outflux of Ca2+

into and out of certain compartments is simulated. The RyR is responsible
for influx and the Ca2+ pumps are responsible for outflux of Ca2+. The influx
is based on a predefined exponential curve in time, described in [30]. The
curve can be adapted by adjusting parameters. As the influx depends only
on time and the outflux depends only on the concentration of Ca2+ in the
concerned compartment, no communication is necessary to incorporate this
into the parallel simulation. The influx of substances into the sarcomere is
easily transferred into the parallel simulation.

37
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Influx and outflux are defined by the following equations, where CaMax,
tau1, tau2, Power1 and Power2 are parameters which can be set to ensure
realistic influx and where CaPump, KdPump and CaR are parameters which
can be set to ensure realistic outflux, t is the current simulation time and
ce,n is the free Ca2+ concentration for element e at time n. More about the
parameters can be found in [29].

Influx(t) = CaMax ·
(
1 − e− t

tau1

)Power1
·
(
e− t

tau2

)Power2
(4.1)

Outflux(ce,n) = CaPump ·
(

CaR2

CaR2 + KdPump2

)

−CaPump ·
(

c2
e,n

c2
e,n + KdPump2

)
(4.2)

Additionally, some reactions between Ca2+ and Ca2+-binding elements
are simulated, defined as Buffering(Cn). As these also only depend on the
concentrations of Ca2+ and the concentrations of Ca2+-binding elements in
the concerned compartment, no communication is necessary and this part of
the simulation is easily transferred into the parallel simulation as well. For
more information on these reactions we refer to citeVerhoogMaster.

The original simulation, Ode15s, is implemented in Matlab. It is a
variable order solver based on so-called numerical differentiation formulas
(NDFs).

The parallel implementation will at first use a fixed-step Forward Euler
method, after which we will implement different, more accurate, methods.
The implementation of the Forward Euler method is referred to as ”Parallel
FE”. The Forward Euler method is described as follows.

Cn+1 = Cn + δt · f(tn, Cn) (4.3)

which advances a solution Cn from tn to tn+1 = tn+δt. The local error in this
method is O(δt2), where the global error is O(δt). f(tn, Cn) is the approxi-
mation of the derivative of the solution at time tn and using concentration
Cn. It is approximated by the system of differential equations, consisting of
the diffusion equations, influx, outflux and reaction equations. f(tn, Cn) is
formally defined by Equation 4.4. When executing the f function, the up-to-
date concentrations of substances in the neighboring elements are required.
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To make sure these are up-to-date, the values are communicated between
neighbors every step of the Forward Euler method.

f(tn, Cn)i,j,k = Influx(tn) + Outflux(Cn) + δCi,j,k,n+1 radial +

δCi,j,k,n+1 longitudinal + δCi,j,k,n+1 transversal +

Buffering(Cn) (4.4)

A sequential Forward Euler method has been implemented in Matlab as
well, to be able to compare the parallel Forward Euler method to a sequential
method in Matlab. The implementation of this sequential Forward Euler
method is referred to as ”Sequential FE”.

A more efficient method of numeric calculation of diffusion equations,
concerning accuracy, is a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The implemen-
tation of this method is referred to as ”Parallel RK”. For a fourth order
Runge-Kutta method, the equations that have to be calculated are defined
as follows:

Cn+1 = Cn +
δt

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) (4.5)

where

k1 = f(tn, Cn) (4.6)

k2 = f

(
tn +

δt

2
, Cn +

δt

2
k1

)
(4.7)

k3 = f

(
tn +

δt

2
, Cn +

δt

2
k2

)
(4.8)

k4 = f (tn + δt, Cn + δtk3) (4.9)

where f is as defined for the Forward Euler method, Cn is the concen-
tration of a specific compartment at t = δt · n and δt is the step size. The
Runge-Kutta method has a local error of O(δt5), where its global error is
O(δt4)

As can be seen, this method requires calculating f four times, with dif-
ferent parameters. Because the up-to-date concentrations of substances in
neighboring elements are required to perform a step in the simulation, a
communication step must be executed before f is executed, which means
that this Runge-Kutta method requires four times as much communication
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as the Forward Euler method (for δt equal to the δt used in the Forward
Euler method) and a little more than four times as much computation time.
Theoretically, the Runge-Kutta method is far more accurate, allowing for a
larger δt to acquire the same accuracy. For some ordinary differential equa-
tions Runge-Kutta is especially useful when a variable step size mechanism
is used, adapting the step size so the error is smaller than a predefined er-
ror level. A detailed description of some variable step size mechanisms are
described in Section 4.1.

An extension to the original model that has been implemented, is the
manual definition of the radii of the rings and the widths of the slices of the
cylindrical division, instead of calculating defining a single width (δz) for all
slices and defining the radii so the volumes of each compartment are equal.
In this way, some parts of the sarcomere can be modeled more accurately,
for instance where influx or outflux occurs.

4.1 Variable Step Size

A good way to increase efficiency of the parallel simulation method, is to use
a variable step size method. Both Forward Euler and Runge-Kutta can be
adapted to incorporate a variable time stepping mechanism. A variable time
stepping mechanism can be implemented by various methods, three of which
are described in this section.

The first method, so-called step-doubling [11], an adaptive step size mech-
anism, works as follows: first, a step is made, using step size h. Then two
steps are made using step size h

2
, at which point we have two approximations

using different step sizes. If the difference between the two approximations is
greater than a predefined absolute tolerance value, or the difference is greater
than a predefined relative tolerance value times the value of the approxima-
tion using the smaller step size, the step size is declared too large and it
is halved and the process is repeated. If, on the other hand, the step size
is not declared too large, the step size is adjusted in the other direction, by
doubling it. This process is executed for each element and then the minimum
of all calculated step sizes is used to advance the simulation.

A problem that can occur with step-doubling has to do with the com-
munication of concentrations of substances before a step is made. For some
elements, the step size would be decreased to a certain step size hp whereas

other elements would decrease the step size to hp

2
, which means that the lat-
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ter elements would have to take more steps in step-doubling than the former
elements. As communication is synchronous, the latter elements wait for the
former elements to communicate, but, as they are already done with a step
in the simulation, they will not communicate and a deadlock occurs. A way
to solve this, is to assume that the concentrations of substances in neighbor-
ing elements do not change radically on a small time scale (δt) and use the
concentrations received at the beginning of the step in the simulation. This
solves the problem, but sacrifices a bit of accuracy.

Another method, the so-called Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF45) method
[10], is also an adaptive step size mechanism and uses two different-order
methods (a fourth order and a fifth order method) for a specific time step,
and based on the difference of the two methods, the new step size can be
calculated. The implementation of the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method is re-
ferred to as ”RKF45”.

For each step of the RKF45 method, a communication step occurs and
the following values must be calculated:

k1 = hnf (tn, Cn) (4.10)

k2 = hnf

(
tn +

1

4
hn, Cn +

1

4
k1

)
(4.11)

k3 = hnf

(
tn +

3

8
hn, Cn +

3

32
k1 +

9

32
k2

)
(4.12)

k4 = hnf

(
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)
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k5 = hnf

(
tn + hn, Cn +

439
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k1 − 8k2 +

3680
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k4
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k6 = hnf

(
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1

2
hn, Cn −

8
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3544

2565
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4104
k4 −

11

40
k5

)
(4.15)

where Cn is the result of the previous step of the simulation, at time tn, using
step size hn and f(tn, Cn) is the simulation function as defined for equation
4.3.

Using k1 through k6, the following two Runge-Kutta steps are made.
First, the step of the fourth order Runge-Kutta method:

Cn+1 = Cn +
25

216
k1 +

1408

2565
k3 +

2197

4104
k4 −

1

5
k5 (4.16)

and then, the step of the fifth order Runge-Kutta method:

C′
n+1 = Cn +

16

135
k1 +

6656

12825
k3 +

28561

56430
k4 −

9

50
k5 +

2

55
k6 (4.17)

Using Cn+1 and C ′
n+1, the optimal step size hn+1 can be computed:
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hn+1 = hn ·
(

ε

2 · |C′
n+1 − Cn+1|

) 1
4

(4.18)

where hn is the step size of the previous step and ε is the specified error
control tolerance.

The RKF45 method is more efficient than step-doubling, as the step size is
calculated in a single step of the method, instead of being gradually calculated
by halving/doubling the step size.

As the evaluation of the f function is performed 6 times for the RKF45
method instead of 4 times for the fixed step size Runge-Kutta method, the
computational and communicational costs are higher for the variable step
size mechanism. In chapter 5, we evaluate and compare both methods for a
fixed error tolerance ε for efficiency and communication time.

A third variable step size method is not an adaptive step size mecha-
nism, but a predefined list of step sizes. When the solution is known and
specifically, the rate of change in the solution, we can estimate the required
step sizes over the time interval of simulation. We take a relatively smaller
step size for an interval where the rate of change is high, whereas we take
a relatively larger step size for an interval where the rate of change is low.
This can be a very efficient method, but it may require some computational
effort to get to know the solution and its rate of change. In this case, we can
estimate the rate of change based on the influx and outflux, as diffusion, the
main part of the simulation, is related to these two varying properties of the
system.
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Results

In this chapter we discuss the tests performed and the results of the tests. All
tests are performed on a cluster of 24 nodes, two processors per node. Not all
processors were used simultaneously for the tests, the number of processors
used is specified per test.

Each node of the cluster contains 1.96 gigabytes of memory, except for
nodes 0 and 9, which contain 3.87 gigabytes of memory. The latter two
processors were not used in the simulations, as to ensure a valid comparison
between the different methods.

Each processor is a 1.56 GHz 64-bit processor running a 64-bit Linux
OS. The sequential simulations are run in Matlab on one processor of the
cluster, as they were originally implemented in Matlab and the distributed
algorithms are implemented in Python using a C/MPI implementation for
communication and parallel processing. The distributed simulations are run
on a subset of the nodes of the cluster, the number of processors in the subset
used is specified per test.

The base simulation consists of a simulation space resembling a half sar-
comere of 1.1µm long and 0.5µm in diameter, using 12 elements in longi-
tudinal direction and 6 elements in radial direction. Every test simulates
a half sarcomere using one Ca2+ influx peak and it simulates 12ms. These
dimensions and simulation time have been chosen because they are used in
this manner in other simulations, in particular by Verhoog.

To interpret the results we have created an application which reads results
of a simulation and plots a subset of compartment results, mean of all results
and influx curve. This application is called ”makeplot.py” and can be found
in Appendix D

43
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5.1 Observations

Before we describe the results of the performance tests, we state some obser-
vations about the tests performed.

5.1.1 Overflow Errors

When using the Forward Euler or fixed step size Runge-Kutta method for
the parallel simulation of energy metabolism in muscle cells, it is possible
that the outflux of some compartments generate numerical overflow errors
(values that are too high) when the time step is too large. This can occur
because the outflux is dependent on the concentration of Ca2+ ions inside a
compartment. When this overflow occurs, the simulation has to be restarted,
using a smaller time step. As the variable step size method for the Runge-
Kutta method automatically adapts step sizes based on error tolerance, the
outflux of the compartments is small enough to prevent this, taking into
account that the error tolerance should be specified small enough.

For a larger number of compartments, the time step has to be smaller than
for a smaller number of compartments, because of these overflow errors. More
compartments lead to smaller compartments which in turn lead to larger
differences concerning diffusion.

For the fixed step size methods (Forward Euler and Runge-Kutta), we
have observed a time step of 0.005 ms for 72 compartments (6 radially ver-
sus 12 longitudinally). We have also observed, that the time step must be
approximately halved, when the number of compartments is doubled. When
using these methods, the data observed can be taken into account in order
to successfully simulate without having to restart the simulation.

5.1.2 Variable Step Size

After implementing the RKF45 method, testing showed that the step sizes,
calculated by the variable step size algorithm, for a single simulation differed
by a factor of 20, whereas the average step size was 4 times as large as the
minimum step size. The minimal step size would have to be used in a fixed
step size simulation to guarantee the same accuracy of the simulation. The
additional computational and communicational costs that are necessary for
the RKF45 method must be taken into account, as these also contribute to
overall efficiency.
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Testing also showed that the minimum step size in time could vary by a
factor of 10 between simulations using equal parameters and error tolerance.
We have verified that the error tolerance is met in all cases, so this is not a
problem. As the average step size is almost equal, computation times do not
vary significantly.

5.1.3 Ode15s

During testing, we noticed that the sequential Ode15s simulation was not
always as slow as observed previously. Further investigation led to the con-
clusion that the Ode15s simulation uses high amounts of memory for large
simulations, leading to swapping of memory to the hard drive when the
amount of memory requested exceeded the amount of memory available.
This swapping of memory even led to crashes when the Ode15s simulation
was run on Matlab under the Linux operating system.

For increasingly large simulations using Ode15s, there is always, theoret-
ically, a point where the amount of memory available is insufficient. This
point is much lower for the distributed simulations, as very little memory is
required for those simulations. Furthermore, the amount of memory shared
between multiple processors of the cluster is several times that usually found
in a single processor machine.

5.2 Performance of Methods Used

This section describes the performance analysis of all methods used and
tested. The methods used are the original sequential variable step method
(Ode15s) implemented in Matlab; sequential Forward Euler (sequential FE);
parallel Forward Euler (parallel FE); parallel Runge-Kutta, using a fixed step
size (parallel RK); and the variable step size Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method
(RKF45). In this section we state the measured differences in performance
(measured by computation and communication time) and discuss the results.

We perform a detailed performance analysis, varying the following pa-
rameters:

• Step size in time (for fixed step size methods)

• Error tolerance (for variable step size methods)
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• Number of compartments in radial and longitudinal direction, along
with the size of the half sarcomere

• The number of processors used

For the performance analysis, we only consider the total number of com-
partments, where the ratio between radial and longitudinal division is 1:2.
For tests where the number of compartments are varied, the size of the half
sarcomere is expanded as well, in order to keep the size of each compart-
ment equal. In practice, when running simulations of this kind, the size of
each compartment is not varied, only other parameters are. Using this perfor-
mance analysis will give us some insight into the scalability of the simulation,
in particular when scaling so a larger system is simulated.

We expect that a change in the number of processors does not influence
total computation time (the computation time of all processors), but only
the total communication time.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the different variations in parameters for fixed
step size methods and variable step size methods respectively. In order to
simplify the testing procedures, we assume that the different parameters are
independent, so there is no relationship between the parameters. δt is the step
size used, ε is the error tolerance used. Each test is marked by emphasizing
the component varied.

Each test was performed five times, to ensure that the testing procedure
and average results are acceptable. Even more test runs would be preferable,
but because of time constraints of the project, we have chosen to perform
each test only five times. Lower computation and communication times are
favorable over higher computation and communication times.
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Table 5.1: Test cases for fixed step size methods
# δt ε # of comp.1 size of half-sarc.2 # of procs.3

1 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
2 5e−4 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
3 2 .5e−4 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
4 1 .25e−4 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
5 6 .25e−5 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6

6 6.25e−5 - 6x3 0.55x0.25 6
7 6.25e−5 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
8 6.25e−5 - 18x9 1.65x0.75 6
9 6.25e−5 - 24x12 2.20x1.00 6
10 6.25e−5 - 30x15 2.75x1.25 6
11 6.25e−5 - 36x18 3.30x1.50 6

12 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 4
13 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
14 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 8
15 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 10
16 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 12
17 1e−3 - 12x6 1.10x0.50 18

1 ”# of comp.” means ”number of compartments”, shown in the table in ”Longitudi-
nal”x”Radial”

2 ”size of half-sarc.” means ”size of half sarcomere”, shown in the table in
”Length”x”Diameter”

3 ”# of procs.” means ”number of processors used”
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Table 5.2: Test cases for variable step size methods

# δt ε # of long. comp.4 # of radial comp.5 # of procs.6

Variable step size methods:
18 - 1e−2 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
19 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
20 - 1e−4 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
21 - 1e−5 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
22 - 1e−6 12x6 1.10x0.50 6

23 - 1e−3 6x3 0.55x0.25 6
24 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
25 - 1e−3 18x9 1.65x0.75 6
26 - 1e−3 24x12 2.20x1.00 6
27 - 1e−3 30x15 2.75x1.25 6
28 - 1e−3 36x18 3.30x1.50 6

29 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 4
30 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 6
31 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 8
32 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 10
33 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 12
34 - 1e−3 12x6 1.10x0.50 18

The results in Figures D.1 through 5.3 show the results of the tests, where
the computation time and communication time are real-time values.

4 ”# of comp.” means ”number of compartments”, shown in the table in ”Longitudi-
nal”x”Radial”

5 ”size of half-sarc.” means ”size of half sarcomere”, shown in the table in ”Length in
µm”x”Diameter in µm”

6 ”# of procs.” means ”number of processors used”
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Varying accuracy
12 ms simulation of 12x6 compartments on 6 processors
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Figure 5.1: Computation (comp) and communication (comm) time for sim-
ulations with varying accuracy.
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Varying number of compartments

12 ms simulation, using accuracy of 5e
-4
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Figure 5.2: Computation (comp) and communication (comm) time for sim-
ulations with a varying number of compartments. The dimensions of the sim-
ulation space are scaled with the number of compartments.
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Varying number of processors
12 ms simulation of 12x6 compartments, using accuracy of 1e
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Figure 5.3: Computation (comp) and communication (comm) time for sim-
ulations with a varying number of processors.
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There are some remarks that must be made for these figures. We have
chosen to show the results of several tests in one figure, in order to keep the
overview of the results understandable. The figures do not contain charts
of the communication times of the sequential FE method and the Ode15s
method, as these are not distributed methods and therefore, they do not
have communication.

We can see that the computation and communication times are inversely
proportional to the step size used, for each of the methods tested. The re-
lationship between the number of compartments and size of the simulation
space is linear, which is a very desirable property, as it means that extension
of the simulated space will only cost linearly more computation time. The
computation time versus the number of processors used is also inversely pro-
portional. This means, that it can be useful to reduce the step size, in order
to gain accuracy, at the cost of computation time, or to increase the number
of processes to reduce the computation time.

We can also see that the communication times scale as the computation
times do, for tests where step sizes or number of compartments are varied.
For the tests where the number of processors are varied, the communication
times increase for a larger number of processors, as an equal amount of
compartments must be calculated by a higher amount of processors, leading
to more communication between processors. Not directly visible from the
figures, is the observation that the total computation time is almost equal for
every test where the number of processors are varied, so only communication
times vary in those tests, which was expected.

The computation times of each method is inversely proportional to the
accuracy required and to the number of processors and linear in the number
of compartments, which means that all methods scale well for the parameters
tested.

In Table 5.3 the computation time per step is displayed for the fixed step
size methods.

From this table, it can be seen that the time per step does not change for
a higher accuracy (smaller step size). For a higher number of compartments,
more time is spent per step, as more compartments are calculated by each
processor. When the number of processors is higher, the time spent per step
is less, as the same amount of compartments must be calculated by more
processors. The time spent per step in the variable step size methods (Ode15s
and RKF45) are variable, because the number of steps is not predetermined.
We can see that the above statements also hold in case of the variable step
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Table 5.3: Computation time per simulation step in seconds
Step size in ms Sequential FE Parallel FE Parallel RK
1.00E-03 0.004 0.003 0.015
5.00E-04 0.004 0.003 0.016
2.50E-04 0.004 0.003 0.011
1.25E-04 0.004 0.004 0.015
6.25E-05 0.004 0.003 0.015
# of compartments Sequential FE Parallel FE Parallel RK
6x3 0.001 0.001 0.004
12x6 0.004 0.004 0.017
18x9 0.009 0.009 0.039
24x12 0.016 0.016 0.071
30x15 0.025 0.024 0.112
36x18 0.037 0.036 0.163
# of processors Sequential FE Parallel FE Parallel RK
4 - 0.005 0.022
6 - 0.003 0.015
8 - 0.003 0.011
12 - 0.002 0.007
18 - 0.001 0.005
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Table 5.4: Comparison of computation times in seconds between fixed and
variable step size methods

Step size in ms Parallel RK RKF45 Factor
1.00E-03 178 126 1.41
5.00E-04 375 192 1.96
2.50E-04 511 299 1.71
1.25E-04 2842 710 4

size methods, namely that the time per step does not change when higher
accuracy is required. Note that this automatically leads to more steps to be
performed. Also, a higher number of compartments leads to more time spent
per step and a higher number of processors leads to less time spent per step.

In order to decide on which method is more efficient to use, in regard to
computation time, we compare the fixed step size methods to the variable
step size methods, where step size (for fixed step size methods) or error
tolerance (for variable step size methods) is varied. In order to do that, we
try to match a test of a fixed step size method to a test of a variable step
size method. We compare the parallel Runge-Kutta method to the RKF45
method, as these methods give similar accuracy results for a certain step
size. The step size in RKF45 is defined by the smallest step size used in the
simulation, while the step size in the parallel Runge-Kutta is predefined per
test.

We start the comparison with an RKF45 test instance, checking the small-
est step size used and finding a parallel Runge-Kutta test instance using that
step size (or close to it). Then we can compare these two test instances to
each other, as they are comparable in accuracy. As we take the smallest step
size of the variable step size methods, the variable step size methods performs
less steps, therefore they are expected to be faster than the fixed step size
methods. The variable step size methods can however, have high overhead
to calculate the step size, leading to a slower method. The results of these
comparisons, shown in Table 5.4, indicate that the RKF45 method is faster
than the parallel Runge-Kutta method. We can find no explicit relationship
in these results, but for all test cases the variable step size method is faster.

The results also show that the parallel Forward Euler method takes as
long as the sequential Forward Euler method (implemented for comparison),
but it uses 6 processors, instead of just one for the sequential Forward Euler
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method. The probable reason for this, is that the sequential Forward Euler
method is implemented in Matlab, which is very efficient in performing ma-
trix operations, which are used in a substantial amount in this simulation.
Further studies can provide more information on this subject.

5.3 Accuracy of Methods Used

In order to determine the order of the implementations of both the Forward
Euler and Runge-Kutta methods experimentally, the following process is per-
formed for both methods. Theoretically, the order of Forward Euler is 1 and
the order of the Runge-Kutta method used is 4 and these values should be
confirmed by the process. The accuracy of a method is directly dependent
on its order, namely for an order p, a method has a global error of O(δtp)
and a local error of O(δtp+1), where δt is the step size.

At a time t, the following hold:

y(h) = yexact + C · hp (5.1)
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in which y(s) is the result of the computation using step size s of the
implementation at time t for a fixed position in the cylindrical division, C
is a constant, yexact is the exact (unknown) solution at time t for a fixed
position, and p is the order of the method.

By rewriting equation 5.1 into yexact = y(h)−C ·hp and substituting this
for yexact in 5.2 and 5.3 we get:
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Then, by dividing the difference between y(1
4
· h) and y(1

2
· h) by the

difference between y(1
2
· h) and y(h) and reducing the equation we get:
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For Forward Euler p = 1 should hold and for Runge-Kutta p = 4 should
hold. This means that, for Forward Euler, the following should hold, in order
to agree with theoretical literature:
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and for Runge-Kutta, the following should hold:
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The values on the right-hand side have been obtained by substituting p in
equation 5.7 by its corresponding value and calculating the result.

Experimental calculations using different step sizes h, different times t and
different (fixed) positions in the cylindrical division have confirmed equations
5.8 and 5.9 (i.e., the result of the division was approximately the number on
the right-hand side), thereby confirming the order of the methods and their
accuracy.

One issue that remains is whether the increased accuracy for the Runge-
Kutta methods is required (or even valid) for this simulation, as there are
other factors which decrease accuracy, like dividing the sarcomere in com-
partments, the uncertainty of parameters and the approximation of the influx
of Ca2+ ions. More information about the uncertainty of parameters can be
found in Verhoog’s graduation thesis [29].
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Conclusion

We restate the hypothesis stated in the introduction (Chapter 1) for clarity:

• The parallel simulation of the energy metabolism in a skeletal muscle
cell has higher performance, in computation time in seconds, than the
sequential simulation.

After researching and adapting several distributed programming environ-
ments for the Python programming language, we have found that PyPAR is
the best choice, when no advanced communication operations (like commu-
nicators, non-blocking send and receive methods, etc.) are required. Other-
wise, PyMPI is the better choice, although it is not as lightweight and easy
to install. The adaptations we have made to PyPAR include the addition of
the sendreceive method, to send and receive messages simultaneously, and
the rewriting of the control messages and overhead checks in C/C++ instead
of Python.

We have created a distributed skeletal muscle cell simulation based on the
original Ode15s simulation. With an eye on further improvements, we have
deduced the diffusion equations used in the original Ode15s simulation our-
selves, extending them to be able to predefine radii and lengths of elements,
in stead of linearly distributed radii and lengths of elements, and to be able
to add a third dimension to the model. We have then implemented these
diffusion equations and the former extensions into the PyPAR distributed
programming environment. After deducing the diffusion equations, we have
added the other parts of the original simulation, influx, outflux and sub-
stance reactions, so the distributed simulation can be used to generate the
same results as the original simulation.

57
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Using the distributed simulation and the original simulation, we have per-
formed several tests to analyze the performance of the distributed simulation.
From the results of those tests, we can conclude that the distributed versions
of the simulation are faster than the original sequential simulation (called
Ode15s in the results). Each of the distributed versions shows better results
than the original Ode15s simulation and even when changing parameters like
accuracy and number of compartments the results of the tests performed
are favorable in the direction of the distributed versions of the simulation.
We can conclude that the hypothesis is confirmed by the results of the tests
performed.

In regard to scalability, when the number of compartments is increased,
it is apparent that the RKF45 method scales much better than the Ode15s
method, leading to relatively smaller computation times. Also, with a larger
number of processors, the simulation times can be linearly reduced. When
higher accuracy is required, the RKF45 method also scales better than the
Ode15s method, leading to relatively smaller computation times as well. Fur-
thermore, when scaling the simulation space so a larger part of the skeletal
muscle cell is simulated, the computation times scale linearly with the size
of the simulation space.

Depending on the accuracy required, the simulations can best be run
using the parallel Forward Euler method or the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45
method, where the Forward Euler method is faster than the Runge-Kutta-
Fehlberg45 method, but the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 method is more accu-
rate.

Several points of discussion have risen during the execution of this project.
The first point of discussion are the adaptations to the two dimensional model
and the third dimensional model. These adaptations may generate incorrect
results or results which do not confirm the experimental data. The adapta-
tions can be tested against experiments and data confirmed by experiments.

A second point of discussion is the influx and outflux locations into the
sarcomere, which we have not taken into account in this project. The ex-
tension to the three dimensional model was primarily added to be able to
specify the location of Ca2+ influx into the sarcomere in higher detail, by
only specifying parts of the outer surface instead of the entire surface as in-
flux or outflux locations. In Chapter 2.3, we discussed the non-homogeneous
distribution of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and intermyofibrillar mitochondria
(IMM), which is not yet implemented into the simulation model.
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Furthermore, the diffusion coefficient for transversal diffusion was not
taken from literature, but it was assumed equal to the longitudinal and radial
diffusion coefficients. Determining this diffusion coefficient is important to
generate correct results.

Different methods for solving differential equations can also be used in-
stead of the methods we have chosen to implement. Multistep differential
equation solvers are an example of a class of differential equation solvers
which can be used instead. As the original Ode15s method was faster than
anticipated, for small simulations, this method can be implemented in a dis-
tributed algorithm.

Extending the model into multiple sarcomeres (both in a radial and lon-
gitudinal direction) is a next step that can be taken towards simulating an
entire muscle cell. For this, intermyofibrillar mitochondria (IMM) and sar-
coplasmic reticula have to be taken into account, as the IMM and sarcoplas-
mic reticula may be located on a different part of the sarcomere for different
myofibrils.

A further extension to the model is the implementation of a depletable
sarcoplasmic reticulum. It is now assumed that an infinite pool of Ca2+ is
available, while in reality, after several muscle contractions, the concentration
of Ca2+ in the sarcoplasmic reticula may become low enough to temporarily
disable Ca2+ influx into the sarcomere. In order to gain a valid insight into
muscle cells and their metabolism, this depletion should be modeled and
simulated.



Appendix A

PyPAR sendreceive method

This appendix includes the adaptations to pypar.py and mpiext.c in folder
pypar 1 9 2/lib/pypar/, which were made to include the sendreceive method
in the PyPAR environment.

Note: Whenever a ”\” appears at the end of a line in the source code,
that line continues on the following line.

Added to ”pypar.py”:

def sendreceive(x, source, destination,buffer=None, \

use_buffer=False, vanilla=False, tag=default_tag, \

tag2=default_tag, return_status=False, bypass=False):

if bypass:5

sendrecv_array(x, buffer, destination, source, tag, \

tag2)

return

import types, string, time10

#Input check

errmsg = ’Destination id (%s) must be an integer.’ \

%destination

assert type(destination) == types.IntType, errmsg15

errmsg = ’Tag %d is reserved by pypar - please use’ \

’another.’ %control_tag

60
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assert tag != control_tag, errmsg

20

#Input check

errmsg = ’Source id (%s) must be an integer.’ %source

assert type(source) == types.IntType, errmsg

errmsg = ’Tag %d is reserved by pypar - please use ’ \25

’another.’ %control_tag

assert tag2 != control_tag, errmsg

#Create metadata about object to be sent

control_info1, x = create_control_info(x, vanilla, \30

return_object=True)

protocol1 = control_info1[0]

#Possibly transmit control data35

if use_buffer is False:

if buffer is None:

protocol2, typecode2, size2, shape2 = \

xchange_control_info(control_info1, \

destination, source)40

else:

send_control_info(control_info1, destination)

protocol2, typecode2, size2, shape2 = \

create_control_info(buffer, vanilla)

else:45

if buffer is None:

protocol2, typecode2, size2, shape2 = \

receive_control_info(source)

else:

protocol2, typecode2, size2, shape2 = \50

create_control_info(buffer, vanilla)

if protocol2 == ’array’:

if buffer is None:

import numpy55
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buffer = numpy.zeros(size2,typecode2)

buffer = numpy.reshape(buffer, shape2)

stat = sendrecv_array(x, buffer, destination, source,\

tag, tag2)60

elif protocol2 == ’string’:

if buffer is None:

buffer = ’ ’*size2

65

stat = sendrecv_string(x, buffer, destination, source,\

tag, tag2)

elif protocol2 == ’vanilla’:

70

from cPickle import dumps, loads

if buffer is None:

s = ’ ’*size2

else:75

s = dumps(buffer, 1)

s = s + ’ ’*int(0.1*len(s)) #safety

stat = sendrecv_string(x, s, destination, source, tag,\

tag2)80

buffer = loads(s) #Replace buffer with received result

else:

raise ’Unknown protocol: %s’ %protocol2

# Return received data and possibly the status object85

if return_status:

return buffer, Status(stat)

else:

return buffer

90

def xchange_control_info(control_info, destination, source):

import string
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control_info = [str(c) for c in control_info]

95

control_msg = string.join(control_info,control_sep)

if len(control_msg) > control_data_max_size:

errmsg = ’Length of control_info exceeds specified ’\

’maximium (%d)’ %control_data_max_size

errmsg += ’ - Please increase it (in pypar.py)’100

raise errmsg

msg = ’ ’*control_data_max_size

stat = sendrecv_string(control_msg, msg, destination, \105

source, control_tag, control_tag)

msg = msg[:stat[3]]

control_info = msg.split(control_sep)

assert len(control_info) == 4, ’len(control_info) = %d’ \110

%len(control_info)

control_info[2] = eval(control_info[2])

control_info[3] = eval(control_info[3])

return control_info115

from mpiext import sendrecv_string, sendrecv_array

Added to ”mpiext.c”:

/*********************************************************/

/* sendrecv_string */

/* Send string of characters and receive at the same time*/

/* */

/*********************************************************/5

static PyObject *sendrecv_string(PyObject *self, \

PyObject *args) {

char *s;

char *t;10

int source, dest, tag, tag2, length, length2, st_length, \
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error, myid;

MPI_Status status;

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "s#s#iiii", &s, &length, &t, \15

&length2, &dest, &source, &tag, &tag2))

return NULL;

error = MPI_Sendrecv(s, length, MPI_CHAR, dest, tag, t, \

length2, MPI_CHAR, source, tag2, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);20

if (error != 0) {

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Sendrecv failed with \

error code %d\n", myid, error);25

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

return NULL;

}

MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_CHAR, &st_length);30

//status.st_length is not available in all MPI

// implementations

//Alternative is: MPI_Get_elements(MPI_Status *, \

// MPI_Datatype, int *);

35

//Still include error msg in status in case exception is

// caught.

return Py_BuildValue("(iiiii)", status.MPI_SOURCE, \

status.MPI_TAG,

status.MPI_ERROR, st_length, sizeof(char));40

}

/*********************************************************/

/* sendrecv_array */

/* Send array of characters and receive at the same time*/45

/* */

/*********************************************************/
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static PyObject *sendrecv_array(PyObject *self, PyObject \

*args) {50

PyObject *input;

PyObject *output;

PyArrayObject *x;

PyArrayObject *y;

int source, dest, tag, tag2, length, length2, size2, \55

st_length, error, myid, count, count2;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type2;

MPI_Status status;

60

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "OOiiii", &input, &y, &dest,\

&source, &tag, &tag2))

return NULL;

x = (PyArrayObject *)65

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(input, PyArray_NOTYPE, 0, 0);

mpi_type = type_map(x, &count);

if (!mpi_type) return NULL;

70

mpi_type2 = type_map(y, &count2);

if (!mpi_type2) return NULL;

error = MPI_Sendrecv(x->data, count, mpi_type, dest, tag, \

y->data, count2, mpi_type2, source, tag2, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

75

Py_DECREF(x);

if (error != 0) {

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Sendrecv failed with error\80

code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

return NULL;

}

85
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MPI_Get_count(&status, mpi_type, &st_length);

//status.st_length is not available in all MPI

// implementations

//Alternative is: MPI_Get_elements(MPI_Status *, \

// MPI_Datatype, int *);90

//FIXME: This might not be watertight on all platforms

// Need C equivalent to itemsize().

if (mpi_type2 == MPI_DOUBLE) {

size2 = sizeof(double); //895

} else if (mpi_type2 == MPI_LONG) {

size2 = sizeof(long); //8?

} else if (mpi_type2 == MPI_FLOAT) {

size2 = sizeof(float);

} else if (mpi_type2 == MPI_INT) {100

size2 = sizeof(int);

} else {

size2 = 4;

}

105

return Py_BuildValue("(iiiii)", status.MPI_SOURCE, \

status.MPI_TAG,

status.MPI_ERROR, st_length, size2);

}110

/******** REPLACED! instead of added ***************/

/**********************************/

/* Method table for python module */115

/**********************************/

static struct PyMethodDef MethodTable[] = {

{"size", size, METH_VARARGS},

{"rank", rank, METH_VARARGS},120

{"barrier", barrier, METH_VARARGS},

{"time", Wtime, METH_VARARGS},
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{"get_processor_name", Get_processor_name, METH_VARARGS},

{"init", init, METH_VARARGS},

{"initialized", initialized, METH_VARARGS},125

{"finalize", finalize, METH_VARARGS},

{"abort", mpi_abort, METH_VARARGS},

{"send_string", send_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"receive_string", receive_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendrecv_string", sendrecv_string, METH_VARARGS},130

{"broadcast_string", broadcast_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"scatter_string", scatter_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"gather_string", gather_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"send_array", send_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"waitc", waitc, METH_VARARGS},135

{"receive_array", receive_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendrecv_array", sendrecv_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"broadcast_array", broadcast_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"scatter_array", scatter_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"gather_array", gather_array, METH_VARARGS},140

{"reduce_array", reduce_array, METH_VARARGS},

{NULL, NULL}

};
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PyPAR, adapted for efficiency

This appendix lists the adaptations to pypar.py and mpiext.c in folder py-
par 1 9 2/lib/pypar/, which were made to exchange control messages and do
overhead checks in C/C++ in stead of Python.

Note: Whenever a ”\” appears at the end of a line in the source code,
that line continues on the following line.

Added to ”pypar.py”:

control_tag = 13849

# Reserved tag used to identify control information

default_tag = 1

# Tag used as default if not specified

5

control_sep = ’:’

# Separator for fields in control info (NOT ’,’)

control_data_max_size = 64

# Maximal size of string holding control data

10

def sendreceive1(x, source, destination, buffer=None, \

use_buffer=False, vanilla=False, tag=default_tag, \

tag2=default_tag, return_status=False, bypass=False):

if buffer == None:

buffer = "None"15

return sendrecvEff(x, source, destination, buffer, \

use_buffer,vanilla,tag,tag2,return_status, bypass);

68
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def send1(x, destination, use_buffer=False, vanilla=False,

tag=default_tag, bypass=False):20

return sendEff(x, destination, use_buffer, vanilla, \

tag, bypass);

def recv1(source, buffer=None, vanilla=False, tag=default_tag,

return_status=False, bypass=False):25

if buffer == None:

buffer = "None"

return receiveEff(source, buffer, vanilla, tag, \

return_status, bypass);

30

from mpiext import sendEff, receiveEff, sendrecvEff

Added to ”mpiext.c”:

/******************************/

/* Helper functions */

/******************************/

static result create_control_info(PyObject *x, int vanilla) {5

char* protocol = "vanilla";

char typecode;

typecode = ’ ’;

int size = 0;

int* shape;10

int numdim = 0;

if (vanilla == 0) {

if (PyArray_Check(x)) {

typecode = ((PyArrayObject *)x)->descr->type;15

if (typecode == ’i’ || typecode == ’l’ || typecode == \

’f’ || typecode == ’d’ || typecode == ’F’ || \

typecode == ’D’) {

protocol = "array";

numdim = ((PyArrayObject *)x)->nd;20

shape = malloc(numdim * sizeof(int));

for (int i = 0; i < numdim; i++) {
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shape[i] = ((PyArrayObject *)x)->dimensions[i];

}

size = PyArray_Size(x);25

} else {

printf("WARNING (pypar.py): Numeric object type %s \

is not supported.", \

((PyArrayObject *)x)->descr->type);

printf("Only types ’i’, ’l’, ’f’, ’d’, ’F’, ’D’ \30

are supported,");

printf("Reverting to vanilla mode.");

protocol = "vanilla";

}

} else if (PyString_Check(x)) {35

protocol = "string";

typecode = ’c’;

size = PyString_Size(x);

}

}40

result myResult;

myResult.myObj = Py_None;

if (strcmp(protocol,"vanilla") == 0) {

PyObject * myObj = 0;45

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle = 0;

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle_dumps = 0;

PyPAR_pickle = PyImport_ImportModule("cPickle");

PyPAR_pickle_dumps = PyObject_GetAttrString(\

PyPAR_pickle,"dumps");50

fflush(stdout);

PyObject* minus_one = PyInt_FromLong(-1);

myObj = PyObject_CallFunctionObjArgs(PyPAR_pickle_dumps, \

x, minus_one,0);55

if ( !(PyString_Check(myObj))) {

PyErr_SetString( PyExc_SystemError,

"Could not create pickle string on object.");

}
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Py_XDECREF(minus_one);60

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle_dumps);

fflush(stdout);

size = PyString_Size(myObj);

myResult.myObj = myObj;65

}

myResult.protocol = protocol;

myResult.typecode = typecode;

myResult.size = size;

myResult.shape = shape;70

myResult.numdim = numdim;

return myResult;

}

75

static void send_control_info(result control_info, \

int destination) {

int num;

char myBuf[64];80

char shape[64];

int myid;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(shape, "");85

for (int i=0; i < control_info.numdim; i++) {

char buf[10];

if (i+1 >= control_info.numdim) {

sprintf(buf, "%i", control_info.shape[i]);

} else {90

sprintf(buf, "%i,", control_info.shape[i]);

}

sprintf(shape, "%s%s", shape, buf);

}

95

sprintf(myBuf, "%s:%c:%i:(%s)", control_info.protocol,\
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control_info.typecode,control_info.size, shape);

if (sizeof(myBuf)/sizeof(*(myBuf)) > 64) {

printf("Length of control_info (%d) exceeds specified\100

maximum (%d) - Please increase it (in pypar.py)\n",\

sizeof(myBuf)/sizeof(*myBuf), 64);

}

MPI_Send(myBuf, strlen(myBuf), MPI_CHAR, destination,\105

13849, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

}

static void receive_control_info(int source, result * myInfo) {

110

char msg[64];

MPI_Status status;

int myid;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

MPI_Recv(msg, 64, MPI_CHAR, source, 13849, \115

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

char buf[64];

int nr = 0;

int len = 0;

int count2 = 0;120

for (int i = 0; i < 64; i++) {

if (msg[i] != ’:’ && nr == 0) {

buf[i] = msg[i];

len++;125

} else if (msg[i] == ’:’ && nr == 0) {

strncpy(myInfo->protocol,buf,len);

myInfo->protocol[len] = ’\0’;

buf[0] = ’\0’;

nr = 1;130

len = 0;

} else if (nr == 1) {

myInfo->typecode = msg[i];
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nr = 2;

i++;135

} else if (nr == 2 && msg[i] != ’:’) {

buf[len] = msg[i];

buf[len+1] = ’\0’;

len++;

} else if (nr == 2 && msg[i] == ’:’) {140

myInfo->size = atoi(buf);

nr = 3;

len = 0;

i++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] != ’,’ && msg[i] != ’)’) {145

buf[len] = msg[i];

len++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] == ’,’) {

char mybuf[len+1];

strncpy(mybuf, buf, len);150

mybuf[len]=’\0’;

myInfo->shape[count2] = atoi(mybuf);

len = 0;

count2++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] == ’)’) {155

char mybuf[len+1];

strncpy(mybuf, buf,len);

mybuf[len]=’\0’;

myInfo->shape[count2] = atoi(mybuf);

myInfo->numdim = count2+1;160

len = 0;

count2++;

nr = 4;

}165

}

}

static void xchange_control_info(result tosend, \

int destination, result* toreceive, int source) {170
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int myid;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

int num;

char myBuf[64];

char shape[64];175

sprintf(shape, "");

for (int i=0; i < tosend.numdim; i++) {

char buf[10];

if (i+1 >= tosend.numdim) {

sprintf(buf, "%i", tosend.shape[i]);180

} else {

sprintf(buf, "%i,", tosend.shape[i]);

}

sprintf(shape, "%s%s", shape, buf);

}185

sprintf(myBuf, "%s:%c:%i:(%s)", tosend.protocol,\

tosend.typecode,tosend.size, shape);

char msg[64];190

MPI_Status status;

MPI_Sendrecv(myBuf, strlen(myBuf), MPI_CHAR, destination,\

13849, msg, 64, MPI_CHAR, source, 13849, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

195

char buf[64];

int nr = 0;

int len = 0;

int count2 = 0;

200

for (int i = 0; i < 64; i++) {

if (msg[i] != ’:’ && nr == 0) {

buf[i] = msg[i];

len++;

} else if (msg[i] == ’:’ && nr == 0) {205

strncpy(toreceive->protocol,buf,len);

toreceive->protocol[len] = ’\0’;
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buf[0] = ’\0’;

nr = 1;

len = 0;210

} else if (nr == 1) {

toreceive->typecode = msg[i];

nr = 2;

i++;

} else if (nr == 2 && msg[i] != ’:’) {215

buf[len] = msg[i];

buf[len+1] = ’\0’;

len++;

} else if (nr == 2 && msg[i] == ’:’) {

toreceive->size = atoi(buf);220

nr = 3;

len = 0;

i++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] != ’,’ && msg[i] != ’)’) {

buf[len] = msg[i];225

len++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] == ’,’) {

char mybuf[len];

strncpy(mybuf, buf, len);

toreceive->shape[count2] = atoi(mybuf);230

len = 0;

count2++;

} else if (nr == 3 && msg[i] == ’)’) {

char mybuf[len];

strncpy(mybuf, buf,len);235

toreceive->shape[count2] = atoi(mybuf);

toreceive->numdim = count2+1;

len = 0;

count2++;

240

nr = 4;

}

}

}

245
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/************* SENDRECEIVE methods **************/

static PyObject *sendEff1(PyObject *self, PyObject *args) {

PyObject* input = 0;250

PyArrayObject *x;

int destination = 0, tag = 0, error=0, count, myid;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type;

int use_buffer = 0, vanilla = 0, bypass = 0;

PyObject * t1 = 0, *t2 = 0, *t3 = 0;255

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "OiOOiO", &input, &destination,\

&t1, &t2, &tag, &t3))260

return NULL;

use_buffer = PyObject_IsTrue(t1);

vanilla = PyObject_IsTrue(t2);265

bypass = PyObject_IsTrue(t3);

if (tag == 13849) {

printf("Tag 13849 is reserved by pypar - please use \

another.");270

}

result myInfo = create_control_info(input, vanilla);

275

if (PyString_Check(myInfo.myObj))

{

input = myInfo.myObj;

}

char* protocol = myInfo.protocol;280

if (use_buffer == 0) {

send_control_info(myInfo, destination);
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}

if (protocol == "array") {285

x = (PyArrayObject *)

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(input, PyArray_NOTYPE,\

0, 0);

/* Input check and determination of MPI type */290

mpi_type = type_map(x, &count);

if (!mpi_type) return NULL;

/* call the MPI routine */

error = MPI_Send(x->data, count, mpi_type, destination, \295

tag, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

Py_DECREF(x);

if (error != 0) {

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Send failed with error \300

code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

return NULL;

}

305

} else if (protocol == "string" || protocol == "vanilla") {

if(!PyString_Check(input)) return NULL;

char* s = PyString_AsString(input);

int length = PyString_Size(input);310

/* call the MPI routine */

error = MPI_Send(s, length, MPI_CHAR, destination, tag, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD);

315

if (error != 0) {

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Send failed with error \

code %d\n", myid, error);
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PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);320

//raise ValueError, errmsg

return NULL;

}

} else {325

printf("something went wrong\n");

}

free(myInfo.shape);

return Py_BuildValue("");

330

}

static PyObject *receiveEff1(PyObject *self, PyObject *args) {

PyObject *buffer = 0;

PyObject *input;335

PyArrayObject *x;

int source = 0, tag = 0, error=0, count, myid;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type;

int vanilla = 0, bypass = 0 , return_status = 0;

PyObject * t1 = 0,*t2 = 0,*t3 = 0;340

MPI_Status status;

int st_length;

int size;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

345

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "iOOiOO", &source, &buffer, \

&t1, &tag, &t2, &t3))

return NULL;

vanilla = PyObject_IsTrue(t1);

return_status = PyObject_IsTrue(t2);350

bypass = PyObject_IsTrue(t3);

if (tag == 13849) {

printf("Tag 13849 is reserved by pypar - please use \

another.");355

}
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result myInfo;

myInfo.myObj = 0;

char msg[64];

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer), \360

"None") == 0) {

myInfo.protocol = malloc(65);

myInfo.shape = malloc(65);

receive_control_info(source, &myInfo);

fflush(stdout);365

} else {

myInfo = create_control_info(buffer, vanilla);

}

if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol,"array",5) == 0) {370

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),\

"None") == 0) {

x = (PyArrayObject *)PyArray_FromDims(myInfo.numdim,\

myInfo.shape,myInfo.typecode);

} else {375

x = (PyArrayObject *)

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(buffer, PyArray_NOTYPE,\

0, 0);

}

380

mpi_type = type_map(x, &count);

if (!mpi_type) {

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return NULL;385

}

/* call the MPI routine */

error = MPI_Recv(x->data, count, mpi_type, source, tag, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);390

// Do not DECREF x as it must be returned to Python

if (error != 0) {
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MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Recv failed with error \395

code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return NULL;400

}

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

405

return PyArray_Return(x);

} else if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol, "string",6)==0) {

char s[myInfo.size+1];

410

error = MPI_Recv(s,myInfo.size, MPI_CHAR, source, tag, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

buffer = PyString_FromStringAndSize(s, myInfo.size);

415

if (error != 0) {

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Recv failed with error \

code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);420

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return NULL;

}

425

//MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_CHAR, &st_length);

//status.st_length is not available in all MPI

//implementations

//Alternative is: MPI_Get_elements(MPI_Status *, \

// MPI_Datatype, int *);430
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//Still include error msg in status in case exception is

// caught.

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);435

return Py_BuildValue("s#", buffer, myInfo.size);

} else if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol,"vanilla",7)==0) {

printf("Vanilla protocol\n");

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle = 0;

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle_loads = 0;440

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle_dumps = 0;

PyPAR_pickle = PyImport_ImportModule("cPickle");

PyPAR_pickle_loads = PyObject_GetAttrString(\

PyPAR_pickle,"loads");

PyPAR_pickle_dumps = PyObject_GetAttrString(\445

PyPAR_pickle,"dumps");

char s[myInfo.size+1];

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),\

"None") == 0) {450

buffer = PyString_FromStringAndSize("",myInfo.size);

} else {

PyObject* minus_one = PyInt_FromLong(1);

buffer = PyObject_CallFunctionObjArgs(PyPAR_pickle_dumps, \

buffer,minus_one,0);455

Py_XDECREF(minus_one);

}

error = MPI_Recv(s,myInfo.size, MPI_CHAR, source, tag, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);460

buffer = PyObject_CallFunction(PyPAR_pickle_loads,"s",s);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle_loads);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle_dumps);

free(myInfo.protocol);465

free(myInfo.shape);

return buffer;

} else {
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printf("ERROR! unknown protocol");

//raise error470

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return Py_BuildValue("");

}

475

}

static PyObject *sendrecvEff(PyObject *self, PyObject *args) {

480

PyObject* input;

PyObject* buffer;

PyArrayObject* x;

PyArrayObject* y;

MPI_Status status;485

int myid;

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);

int source, destination, use_buffer, vanilla, stag, dtag,\

return_status, bypass;

PyObject * t1,*t2,*t3,*t4;490

if (!PyArg_ParseTuple(args, "OiiOOOiiOO", &input, &source, \

&destination, &buffer, &t1, &t2, &stag, &dtag, &t3, &t4))

return NULL;

use_buffer = PyObject_IsTrue(t1);495

vanilla = PyObject_IsTrue(t2);

return_status = PyObject_IsTrue(t3);

bypass = PyObject_IsTrue(t4);

if (stag == 13849) {500

printf("Tag 13849 is reserved by pypar - please \

use another.");

}

if (dtag == 13849) {

printf("Tag 13849 is reserved by pypar - please \505
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use another.");

}

result control_info1 = create_control_info(input, vanilla);

char* protocol1 = control_info1.protocol;510

result myInfo;

if (use_buffer == 0) {

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),

"None") == 0) {

myInfo.protocol = malloc(65);515

myInfo.shape = malloc(65);

xchange_control_info(control_info1, destination,\

&myInfo, source);

} else {520

send_control_info(control_info1, destination);

myInfo = create_control_info(buffer, vanilla);

}

} else {

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer), \525

"None") == 0) {

myInfo.protocol = malloc(65);

myInfo.shape = malloc(65);

receive_control_info(source, &myInfo);

} else {530

myInfo = create_control_info(buffer, vanilla);

}

}

if (PyString_Check(control_info1.myObj))

{535

input = myInfo.myObj;

}

if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol,"array",5) == 0) {

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),\540

"None") == 0) {

y = (PyArrayObject *)PyArray_FromDims(myInfo.numdim,\
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myInfo.shape,myInfo.typecode);

} else {

y = (PyArrayObject *)545

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(buffer, PyArray_NOTYPE, \

0, 0);

}

x = (PyArrayObject *)550

PyArray_ContiguousFromObject(input, PyArray_NOTYPE, \

0, 0);

int count, count2;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type = type_map(x, &count);555

if (!mpi_type) return NULL;

MPI_Datatype mpi_type2 = type_map(y, &count2);

if (!mpi_type2) return NULL;

int error = MPI_Sendrecv(x->data, count, mpi_type, \560

destination, dtag, y->data, count2, mpi_type2, \

source, stag, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

Py_DECREF(x);

if (error != 0) {565

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Sendrecv failed with \

error code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

//raise ValueError, errmsg

return NULL;570

}

int st_length;

free(control_info1.shape);

free(myInfo.protocol);575

free(myInfo.shape);

return PyArray_Return(y);

} else if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol,"string",6) == 0) {
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char s[myInfo.size+1];580

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),\

"None") == 0) {

buffer = PyString_FromStringAndSize("",myInfo.size);

}585

int error = MPI_Sendrecv(PyString_AsString(input), \

control_info1.size, MPI_CHAR, destination, dtag, s, \

myInfo.size, MPI_CHAR, source, stag, MPI_COMM_WORLD, \

&status);590

if (error != 0) {

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Sendrecv failed with \

error code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);595

//raise ValueError, errmsg

return NULL;

}

int st_length;600

MPI_Get_count(&status, MPI_CHAR, &st_length);

//status.st_length is not available in all MPI

// implementations

//Alternative is: MPI_Get_elements(MPI_Status *, \

// MPI_Datatype, int *);605

//Still include error msg in status in case exception

//is caught.

buffer = PyString_FromStringAndSize(s, myInfo.size);

610

free(control_info1.shape);

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return Py_BuildValue("s#", buffer, myInfo.size);

} else if (strncmp(myInfo.protocol,"vanilla",7) == 0) {615
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printf("Vanilla protocol requested\n");

if(!PyString_Check(input)) return NULL;

char* s = PyString_AsString(input);620

int length = PyString_Size(input);

/* call the MPI routine */

printf("Vanilla protocol\n");

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle = 0;625

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle_loads = 0;

PyObject* PyPAR_pickle_dumps = 0;

PyPAR_pickle = PyImport_ImportModule("cPickle");

PyPAR_pickle_loads = PyObject_GetAttrString(PyPAR_pickle,\

"loads");630

PyPAR_pickle_dumps = PyObject_GetAttrString(PyPAR_pickle,\

"dumps");

char r[myInfo.size+1];

if (buffer == Py_None || strcmp(PyString_AsString(buffer),\635

"None") == 0) {

buffer = PyString_FromStringAndSize("",myInfo.size);

} else {

PyObject* minus_one = PyInt_FromLong(1);

buffer = PyObject_CallFunctionObjArgs(PyPAR_pickle_dumps,\640

buffer,minus_one,0);

Py_XDECREF(minus_one);

}

int error = MPI_Sendrecv(s, length, MPI_CHAR, destination, \645

dtag, r, myInfo.size, MPI_CHAR, source, stag, \

MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status);

buffer = PyObject_CallFunction(PyPAR_pickle_loads,"s",r);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle);650

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle_loads);

Py_XDECREF(PyPAR_pickle_dumps);
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if (error != 0) {

MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD, &myid);655

sprintf(errmsg, "Proc %d: MPI_Send failed with error \

code %d\n", myid, error);

PyErr_SetString(PyExc_RuntimeError, errmsg);

//raise ValueError, errmsg

return NULL;660

}

free(control_info1.shape);

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);665

return buffer;

} else {

printf("Unknown protocol: %s\n",myInfo.protocol);

free(control_info1.shape);670

free(myInfo.protocol);

free(myInfo.shape);

return Py_BuildValue("");

}

675

}

/****** ADAPTED, instead of added: ********/

/**********************************/

/* Method table for python module */680

/**********************************/

static struct PyMethodDef MethodTable[] = {

{"size", size, METH_VARARGS},

{"rank", rank, METH_VARARGS},685

{"barrier", barrier, METH_VARARGS},

{"time", Wtime, METH_VARARGS},

{"get_processor_name", Get_processor_name, METH_VARARGS},

{"init", init, METH_VARARGS},

{"initialized", initialized, METH_VARARGS},690
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{"finalize", finalize, METH_VARARGS},

{"abort", mpi_abort, METH_VARARGS},

{"send_string", send_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"receive_string", receive_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendrecv_string", sendrecv_string, METH_VARARGS},695

{"broadcast_string", broadcast_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"scatter_string", scatter_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"gather_string", gather_string, METH_VARARGS},

{"send_array", send_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"waitc", waitc, METH_VARARGS},700

{"receive_array", receive_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendrecv_array", sendrecv_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"broadcast_array", broadcast_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"scatter_array", scatter_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"gather_array", gather_array, METH_VARARGS},705

{"reduce_array", reduce_array, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendEff", sendEff1, METH_VARARGS},

{"receiveEff", receiveEff1, METH_VARARGS},

{"sendrecvEff", sendrecvEff, METH_VARARGS},

{NULL, NULL}710

};



Appendix C

Distributed simulation
algorithm

This appendix contains the source code to the full distributed simulation
algorithm, including the parallel Forward Euler, parallel Runge-Kutta and
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods. It also includes all influx, outflux and sub-
stance buffering as well as all extensions to the model.

Note: Whenever a ”\” appears at the end of a line in the source code,
that line continues on the following line.

”simulation.py”:

#!/usr/bin/env python

# Written by Loek Sanders l.a.s.sanders@student.tue.nl

############# USER SPECIFIABLE PARAMETERS:5

############# method used

############# euler and rungekutta are fixed step sizes, \

RKF45 is variable step size algorithm

methods=["euler","rungekutta","rkf45"]10

method=methods[0] # 0 is Forward Euler method

# 1 is Runge-Kutta method

# 2 is Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method

15

89
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############# PROGRAM PARAMETERS:

if method in ["euler", "rungekutta"]:

############# step size

dt = 1e-3

############# tolerance level, if difference between two\20

timesteps exceeds this tolerance,

#############exit simulation, as step size too large

ABSTOL = 0.5

else:

############# Error tolerance:25

ERRTOL = 1e-3

############# Minimum/maximum step size

MINSTEPSIZE = 0.000001 # minimum step size

MAXSTEPSIZE = 0.1 # maximum step size

30

############# STRUCTURE PARAMETERS:

############# Radial division: (length must be 1 item larger\

than nrCr in parameters.m)35

############# if not specified, it’s automatically derived\

(homogeneously), using Rhalf & nrCr in parameters.m

#r = [0,0.4,0.42,0.44,0.46,0.48,0.5]

############# Longitudinal division: (length must be 1 item\

larger than nrCl in parameters.m)40

############# if not specified, it’s automatically derived\

(homogeneously), using Zsarc & nrCl in parameters.m

#z = [0,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9]

############# Number of transversal elements: (set to 1 to\

use 2D mode)45

nrCt = 1

############# Transversal division: (length must be 1 item\

larger than nrCt)

############# if not specified, it’s automatically derived\

(homogeneously), using nrCt50

#a = [0,60,120,360]"""
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############# Number of concentrations per compartment:

nrConc = 9

55

############# Start of program:

import numpy, os, sys

from math import *

try:60

import pypar

pypar_imported = True

except:

print "Pypar not found"

sys.exit()65

numproc = pypar.size()

myid = pypar.rank()

if (len(sys.argv) > 1):70

PATH = sys.argv[1]

else:

PATH = ""

sys.path.append(PATH)75

## Rewrite parameters.m to parameters.py and import

if myid == 0:

import re

pIn = open(PATH+’parameters.m’,’r’)80

pOut = open(PATH+’parameters.py’,’w’)

for line in pIn:

line2 = line.replace(’%’,’#’)

line2 = line2.replace(’;’,’’)

items = re.compile(’\((\d*)\)’).findall(line2)85

for i in items:

line2 = line2.replace(’(’+i+’)’,’[’+str((int(i)-1))+’]’)

pOut.write(line2)

pIn.close()
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pOut.close()90

pypar.barrier()

from parameters import *

95

# Determine amount of processors in x direction and in r\

direction

if numproc == 1:

procx = 1

procr = 1100

else:

procx = int(floor(sqrt(numproc*nrCl/nrCr)))

procr = int(floor(sqrt(numproc*nrCr/nrCl)))

while numproc - ((procx+1)* procr) >= 0 or numproc -\105

(procx*(procr+1)) >= 0:

if numproc - ((procx+1)*procr) >= 0:

procx=procx+ 1

else:

procr=procr+ 1110

if (procx*procr > numproc):

print "Error, not enough processes"

pypar.Abort();

115

# Determine which compartments are calculated by a processor

br = (int)(ceil ((0.+nrCr) / procr))

bx = (int)(ceil ((0.+nrCl) / procx))

rpos_min = (myid % (int)(ceil((0.+nrCr)/br))) * br120

rpos_max = min(rpos_min + br-1, nrCr - 1)

xpos_min = (myid / (int)(ceil((0.+nrCr)/br))) * bx

xpos_max = min(xpos_min + bx-1, nrCl - 1)

125

compartments = []
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for i in range(rpos_max-rpos_min+1):

for j in range(xpos_max-xpos_min+1):

for t in range(nrCt):

compartments.append((rpos_min+i, xpos_min+j, t))130

# Print the id and the compartments calculated by a processor\

(uncomment if necessary):

# print myid, compartments

135

## Create lists with compartments that are Serca elements,\

Trop elements and RyR elements

## This part is defined by muscleArchitecture.m, but because\

of the differences between

## Python and matlab, it is defined here explicitly140

isSercaEl = []

# Serca elements only found in outer 1/3, radially

isTropEl = []

notIsTropEl = []

# Trop elements only found in zactin/zsarc from z-line145

isRyREl = []

# RyR elements only found in outer 1/3, radially, 1/6 from\

z-line

nrofEleS = (nrCr * nrCl / 3)*nrCt150

nrofEleR = (nrCr / 3) * (nrCl / 6)*nrCt

for (rpos,xpos, tpos) in compartments:

if (rpos < nrCr / 3):

isSercaEl.append((rpos,xpos,tpos))155

if (xpos < Zactin/Zsarc * nrCl):

isTropEl.append((rpos,xpos,tpos))

else:

notIsTropEl.append((rpos,xpos,tpos))

if (rpos < nrCr / 3 and xpos < nrCl / 6):160

isRyREl.append((rpos,xpos,tpos))

if (nrofEleR == 0):

for t in nrCt:
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isRyREl.append((0,0,t))

nrofEleR = nrCt165

# If r / a / z not defined, define here automatically

# and calculate mass center of each radial compartment

try:

r170

except:

r = []

r.append(0)

for i in range(nrCr):

r.append(Rhalf * sqrt(i+1.)/sqrt(nrCr))175

r[nrCr] = Rhalf

Rm = []

for i in range(nrCr):

Rm.append(2./3. * (Rhalf / sqrt(nrCr)) * ((i+1.)*sqrt(i+1.)\180

- i*sqrt(i)))

if (len(r) <> nrCr+1) :

print "Number of radial elements (%i) does not equal nrCr+1\

(%i), aborting.." %(len(r),nrCr+1)185

pypar.Abort()

try:

z

except:190

z = [i*Zsarc/nrCl for i in range(nrCl)]

z.append(Zsarc)

if (len(z) <> nrCl+1) :

print "Number of longitudinal elements (%i) does not equal\195

nrCl+1 (%i), aborting.." %(len(z),nrCl+1)

pypar.Abort()

try:

a200
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except:

a = [i / 360 for i in range(nrCt) ]

a.append(360)

if (len(a) <> nrCt+1) :205

print "Number of transversal elements (%i) does not equal\

nrCt+1 (%i), aborting.." %(len(a), nrCt+1)

pypar.Abort()

## Rewrite calculateDerivativeParameters.m to\210

calculateDerivativeParameters.py and import

if myid == 0:

pIn = open(PATH+’calculateDerativeParameters.m’,’r’)

pOut = open(PATH+’calculateDerivativeParameters.py’,’w’)

pOut.write(’from parameters import *\n’)215

for line in pIn:

line2 = line.replace(’%’,’#’)

line2 = line2.replace(’;’,’’)

line2 = line2.replace(’length(EleR)’,\

’((nrCr/3)*(nrCl/6))’)220

line2 = line2.replace(’length(EleS)’, ’(nrCr*nrCl/3)’)

line2 = line2.replace(’end’, ’’)

line2 = line2.replace(’elseif’, ’elif’)

if re.compile(’.?.?if.*’).match(line2):

line2 = line2[0:-2] + ’:\n’225

pOut.write(line2)

pIn.close()

pOut.close()

pypar.barrier()230

from calculateDerivativeParameters import *

nrC = nrC*nrCt

235

# Define some helper functions

def frange(start, stop=None, step=None):
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if stop is None:

stop = float(start)

start = 0.0240

if step is None:

step = 1.0

cur = float(start)

while cur < stop:

yield cur245

cur += step

def react(CI,CII,CIII,k1,k2):

return k1*CI*CII-k2*CIII;

250

# Define initialisation function

def initialise_sim():

from calculateDerivativeParameters import CaTropR, CaPR,\

MgPR, CaBR, CaDyeR, CaR255

cl = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl, nrCt, nrConc), numpy.float)

for z in range(nrCr):

for x in range(nrCl):

for t in range(nrCt):

if (isTropEl.count((z,x,t)) > 0):260

cl[z][x][t][1] = CaTropR

cl[z][x][t][2] = CaPR

cl[z][x][t][3] = MgPR

cl[z][x][t][4] = CaBR

cl[z][x][t][5] = CaDyeR265

cl[z][x][t][6] = CaR

return cl

# Define diffusion equations

def Radial(difconst, ownvolume, radiusi, c1, c2, j):270

return difconst*(2*r[nrCr-radiusi]/ownvolume) *\

((c1-c2)/(Rm[nrCr-radiusi]-Rm[nrCr-radiusi-1]))

def Longitudinal(difconst, c1,c2,j):

return difconst*(c1-c2)/(abs(z[j+1]-z[j])**2)
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def Transversal (difconst, c1,c2,i,j,k):275

return difconst * (r[i+1]-r[i])/(pi*r[i]**2-pi*r[i-1]**2) *\

(c1-c2)/(sin((a[k+1]-a[k])/2)*Rm[nrCr-i-1]+\

sin((a[k]-a[k-1])/2)*Rm[nrCr-i-1])

# Define function to perform influx/outflux/diffusion/ \280

reaction equations and calculate difference in \

concentrations for a timestep

def calcAmount(time,offset,c, compartments,exchtime):

dy = {}285

RyR = CaMax*((1-exp(-time/tau1))**Power1)*\

exp(-time/tau2)**Power2;

for (i,j,t) in compartments:290

dy[(i,j,t)] = numpy.zeros(nrConc, numpy.float)

## set in-/outflux if applicable

if ((i,j,t) in isSercaEl):

SercaT = CaPump*(CaR**2/(CaR**2+KdPump**2))\295

-CaPump*(c[(i,j,t)][6]**2/(c[(i,j,t)][6]**2+\

KdPump**2));

else:

SercaT = 0

if ((i,j,t) in isRyREl):300

RyRT = RyR

else:

RyRT = 0

if ((i,j,t) in isTropEl):

isTrop = True305

else:

isTrop = False

########## Calculate diffusion of substances ##########

CaDif = 0310

CaParvDif = 0
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MgParvDif = 0

CaATPDif = 0

CaDyeDif = 0

315

ownvolume = (r[nrCr-i]**2-r[nrCr-i-1]**2)

if (i == 0):

CaDif = CaDif + Radial(DCa ,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][6],c[i ][j][t][6],j)320

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][2],c[i ][j][t][2],j)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][3],c[i ][j][t][3],j)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Radial(DB ,ownvolume,i+1,\325

c[i+1][j][t][4],c[i ][j][t][4],j)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Radial(DDye ,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][5],c[i ][j][t][5],j)

elif (i == nrCr-1):

CaDif = CaDif - Radial(DCa ,ownvolume,i ,\330

c[i ][j][t][6],c[i-1][j][t][6],j)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif - Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][2],c[i-1][j][t][2],j)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif - Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][3],c[i-1][j][t][3],j)335

CaATPDif = CaATPDif - Radial(DB ,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][4],c[i-1][j][t][4],j)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif - Radial(DDye ,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][5],c[i-1][j][t][5],j)

else:340

CaDif = CaDif + Radial(DCa ,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][6],c[i ][j][t][6],j) \

- Radial(DCa ,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][6],c[i-1][j][t][6],j)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i+1,\345

c[i+1][j][t][2],c[i ][j][t][2],j) \

- Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][2],c[i-1][j][t][2],j)
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MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][3],c[i ][j][t][3],j) \350

- Radial(DParv,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][3],c[i-1][j][t][3],j)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Radial(DB ,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][4],c[i ][j][t][4],j) \

- Radial(DB ,ownvolume,i ,\355

c[i ][j][t][4],c[i-1][j][t][4],j)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Radial(DDye ,ownvolume,i+1,\

c[i+1][j][t][5],c[i ][j][t][5],j) \

- Radial(DDye ,ownvolume,i ,\

c[i ][j][t][5],c[i-1][j][t][5],j)360

if (j == 0):

CaDif = CaDif + Longitudinal(DCa ,\

c[i][j+1][t][6],c[i][j ][t][6],j)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Longitudinal(DParv,\365

c[i][j+1][t][2],c[i][j ][t][2],j)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j+1][t][3],c[i][j ][t][3],j)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Longitudinal(DB ,\

c[i][j+1][t][4],c[i][j ][t][4],j)370

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Longitudinal(DDye ,\

c[i][j+1][t][5],c[i][j ][t][5],j)

elif (j == nrCl-1):

CaDif = CaDif - Longitudinal(DCa ,\

c[i][j ][t][6],c[i][j-1][t][6],j)375

CaParvDif = CaParvDif - Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j ][t][2],c[i][j-1][t][2],j)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif - Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j ][t][3],c[i][j-1][t][3],j)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif - Longitudinal(DB ,\380

c[i][j ][t][4],c[i][j-1][t][4],j)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif - Longitudinal(DDye ,\

c[i][j ][t][5],c[i][j-1][t][5],j)

else:

CaDif = CaDif + Longitudinal(DCa ,\385
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c[i][j+1][t][6],c[i][j ][t][6],j) \

- Longitudinal(DCa ,\

c[i][j ][t][6],c[i][j-1][t][6],j)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j+1][t][2],c[i][j ][t][2],j) \390

- Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j ][t][2],c[i][j-1][t][2],j)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Longitudinal(DParv,\

c[i][j+1][t][3],c[i][j ][t][3],j) \

- Longitudinal(DParv,\395

c[i][j ][t][3],c[i][j-1][t][3],j)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Longitudinal(DB ,\

c[i][j+1][t][4],c[i][j ][t][4],j) \

- Longitudinal(DB ,\

c[i][j ][t][4],c[i][j-1][t][4],j)400

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Longitudinal(DDye ,\

c[i][j+1][t][5],c[i][j ][t][5],j) \

- Longitudinal(DDye ,\

c[i][j ][t][5],c[i][j-1][t][5],j)

405

if (nrCt > 1):

if (t == 0):

CaDif = CaDif + Transversal(DCa ,\

c[i][j][t+1][6],c[i][j][t ][6],i,j,t)410

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Transversal(DParv,\

c[i][j][t+1][2],c[i][j][t ][2],i,j,t)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Transversal(DParv,\

c[i][j][t+1][3],c[i][j][t ][3],i,j,t)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Transversal(DB ,\415

c[i][j][t+1][4],c[i][j][t ][4],i,j,t)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Transversal(DDye ,\

c[i][j][t+1][5],c[i][j][t ][5],i,j,t)

elif (t == nrCt-1):

CaDif = CaDif - Transversal(DCa ,\420

c[i][j][t ][6],c[i][j][t-1][6],i,j,t-1)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif - Transversal(DParv,\
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c[i][j][t ][2],c[i][j][t-1][2],i,j,t-1)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif - Transversal(DParv,\

c[i][j][t ][3],c[i][j][t-1][3],i,j,t-1)425

CaATPDif = CaATPDif - Transversal(DB ,\

c[i][j][t ][4],c[i][j][t-1][4],i,j,t-1)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif - Transversal(DDye ,\

c[i][j][t ][5],c[i][j][t-1][5],i,j,t-1)

else:430

CaDif = CaDif + Transversal(DCa ,\

c[i][j][t+1][6],c[i][j][t ][6],i,j,t) \

- Transversal(DCa , c[i][j][t ][6],\

c[i][j][t-1][6],i,j,t-1)

CaParvDif = CaParvDif + Transversal(DParv,\435

c[i][j][t+1][2],c[i][j][t ][2],i,j,t) \

- Transversal(DParv, c[i][j][t ][2],\

c[i][j][t-1][2],i,j,t-1)

MgParvDif = MgParvDif + Transversal(DParv,\

c[i][j][t+1][3],c[i][j][t ][3],i,j,t) \440

- Transversal(DParv, c[i][j][t ][3],\

c[i][j][t-1][3],i,j,t-1)

CaATPDif = CaATPDif + Transversal(DB ,\

c[i][j][t+1][4],c[i][j][t ][4],i,j,t) \

- Transversal(DB , c[i][j][t ][4],\445

c[i][j][t-1][4],i,j,t-1)

CaDyeDif = CaDyeDif + Transversal(DDye ,\

c[i][j][t+1][5],c[i][j][t ][5],i,j,t) \

- Transversal(DDye , c[i][j][t ][5],\

c[i][j][t-1][5],i,j,t-1)450

################## end ##########################

################## Calculate reactions between Ca2+ \455

and other substances ########################

dy[(i,j,t)][0] = dy[(i,j,t)][0] + SercaT + RyRT + CaDif+\

CaParvDif+CaATPDif+CaDyeDif
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dy[(i,j,t)][2] = dy[(i,j,t)][2] + CaParvDif + \460

react(c[i][j][t][6],Ptotal-c[i][j][t][2]-c[i][j][t][3],\

c[i][j][t][2],kca1,kca2);

dy[(i,j,t)][3] = dy[(i,j,t)][3] + MgParvDif+react(MgR,\

Ptotal-c[i][j][t][2]-c[i][j][t][3],c[i][j][t][3],\

kmg1,kmg2);465

dy[(i,j,t)][4] = dy[(i,j,t)][4] + CaATPDif+\

react(c[i][j][t][6],BT-c[i][j][t][4],c[i][j][t][4],\

kb1,kb2);

dy[(i,j,t)][5] = dy[(i,j,t)][5] + CaDyeDif+\

react(c[i][j][t][6],DyeT-c[i][j][t][5],c[i][j][t][5],\470

kd1,kd2);

dy[(i,j,t)][7] = RyRT

dy[(i,j,t)][8] = SercaT

475

################## end ##########################

################## Calculate [free Ca2+]\

and in-/outflux ########################

480

for comp in isTropEl:

#% Reaction of TropC_Ca2+

dy[comp][1]=dy[comp][1]+react(c[comp][6],TropT-\

c[comp][1],c[comp][1],kt1,kt2);

#% calculate change in free Ca2+485

dy[comp][6]=((CaR+c[comp][0]-(c[comp][1]-CaTropR) \

-(c[comp][2]-CaPR)-(c[comp][4]-CaBR)-(c[comp][5]\

-CaDyeR))-c[comp][6])/offset+(CaR+c[comp][0]-\

(c[comp][1]-CaTropR) -(c[comp][2]-CaPR)-(c[comp][4]\

-CaBR)-(c[comp][5]-CaDyeR));490

for comp in notIsTropEl:

#% calculate change in free Ca2+

dy[comp][6]=((CaR+c[comp][0] \

-(c[comp][2]-CaPR)-(c[comp][4]-CaBR)-(c[comp][5]\495

-CaDyeR))-c[comp][6])/offset+(CaR+c[comp][0] \
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-(c[comp][2]-CaPR)-(c[comp][4]-CaBR)-(c[comp][5]\

-CaDyeR));

################## End ##########################500

return dy

# function to exchange all necessary values between processors

def perform_exchange(cl,exchtime):505

#### Exchange results of last timestep ####

exchstart = pypar.time()

tosendright = numpy.zeros((br,nrCt,nrConc), numpy.float)510

tosendleft = numpy.zeros((br,nrCt,nrConc), numpy.float)

tosenddown = numpy.zeros((bx,nrCt,nrConc), numpy.float)

tosendup = numpy.zeros((bx,nrCt,nrConc), numpy.float)

for i in range(rpos_max - rpos_min + 1):515

tosendright[i] = cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_max]

tosendleft[i] = cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_min]

for i in range(xpos_max - xpos_min + 1):

tosenddown[i] = cl[rpos_max][xpos_min+i]

tosendup[i] = cl[rpos_min][xpos_min+i]520

if (procr > 1 and pypar_imported):

if (rpos_max == nrCr - 1):

torecvup = pypar.recv1(myid-1,tag=1)

pypar.send1(tosendup,myid-1,tag=1)525

for i in range(xpos_max - xpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_min-1][xpos_min+i] = torecvup[i]

elif (rpos_min == 0):

pypar.send1(tosenddown,myid+1,tag=1)

torecvdown = pypar.recv1(myid+1,tag=1)530

for i in range(xpos_max - xpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_max+1][xpos_min+i] = torecvdown[i]

else:
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torecvup = pypar.sendreceive1(tosenddown,myid-1,myid+1\

,tag=1,tag2=1)535

torecvdown = pypar.sendreceive1(tosendup ,myid+1,myid-1\

,tag=1,tag2=1)

for i in range(xpos_max - xpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_max+1][xpos_min+i] = torecvdown[i]

cl[rpos_min-1][xpos_min+i] = torecvup[i]540

if (procx > 1 and pypar_imported):

if (xpos_max == nrCl - 1):

torecvleft = pypar.recv1(myid-procr,tag=2)

pypar.send1(tosendleft,myid-procr,tag=2)545

for i in range(rpos_max - rpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_min-1] = torecvleft[i]

elif (xpos_min == 0):

pypar.send1(tosendright,myid+procr,tag=2)

torecvright = pypar.recv1(myid+procr,tag=2)550

for i in range(rpos_max - rpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_max+1] = torecvright[i]

else:

torecvleft = pypar.sendreceive1(tosendright,myid-procr,\

myid+procr,tag=2,tag2=2)555

torecvright = pypar.sendreceive1(tosendleft, myid+procr,\

myid-procr,tag=2,tag2=2)

for i in range(rpos_max - rpos_min + 1):

cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_max+1] = torecvright[i]

cl[rpos_min+i][xpos_min-1] = torecvleft[i]560

exchtime[0] = exchtime[0] + pypar.time() - exchstart

################## end #######################

return (cl,exchtime)565

# Check if the processor does computations:

if (len(compartments) > 0):

# Calculate total time of simulation and nr of steps570
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totaltime = (int)(((nrOfPulses-1)/f)+resttime);

# dictionary of array with results to be output

results = {}

for comp in compartments:575

results[comp] = numpy.zeros((1+(int)(totaltime/precision),\

nrConc), numpy.float)

resulttimes = numpy.zeros((1+(int)(totaltime/precision)))

# define two single-value arrays to record time spent580

exchtime = [0]

comptime = [0]

# initialise array which keeps current concentrations

cl = initialise_sim()585

# Store first result

for comp in compartments:

results[comp][0] = cl[comp]

590

# start simulation

if method in ["euler","rungekutta"]:

print "Simulating %d ms, using %s, %f ms at a time" \

%(totaltime, method, dt)

else:595

print "Simulating %d ms, using %s" %(totaltime,method)

sys.stdout.flush()

# initialise simulation

# current time of simulation600

if method in ["euler", "rungekutta"]:

times = [i for i in frange(0.,totaltime+dt,dt)]

t = 1

else:

t = 0.605

# record all times at which a step of the simulation is\

performed
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# (useful for variable step size analysis)

mytimes = [0.]

# start the variable step size simulation with step size\610

ERRTOL

step = ERRTOL

# current pulse simulated

curPulse = 1615

# current time of current pulse

simTime = 0.

start = pypar.time()

620

if (method=="euler"):

while t < len(times):

cl,exchtime = perform_exchange(cl,exchtime)

####### Perform Euler for this timestep ##########625

commstart = pypar.time()

dy = calcAmount(simTime,dt,cl,compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

630

## Adapt simTime, if a new pulse is reached

simTime = simTime + dt

if ((curPulse < nrOfPulses)):

if ((simTime >= (1/(f/1000)))):

simTime = 0.635

curPulse = curPulse + 1

for comp in compartments:

clold = cl[comp][0]

cl[comp] = map(lambda x,y : x + y , \640

cl[comp], \

map(lambda x : x * dt, dy[comp]))

if (abs(cl[comp][0] - clold) > ABSTOL):

print "Time step too large, please try again"
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sys.stdout.flush()645

if pypar_imported:

pypar.Abort()

else:

sys.exit()

################## end Euler ####################650

## Store results ##

if ((t-1)*dt % precision >= 0 and t*dt % precision < dt):

for comp in compartments:

results[comp][(t-1)*dt / precision] = cl[comp]655

resulttimes[(t-1)*dt / precision] = (t-1)*dt

if (t % 1000 == 0 and myid==0):

print "Progress message, currently at:",t/1000., "ms.\

current timestep:",dt660

t += 1

elif (method=="rungekutta"):

while t < len(times):

665

commstart = pypar.time()

cl,exchtime = perform_exchange(cl,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

### Perform Runge-Kutta 4th order for this timestep #####670

commstart = pypar.time()

dy = calcAmount(simTime,dt,cl,compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

675

k1 = dy

k1adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl, nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)

for comp in compartments:

k1adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y:x+y, cl[comp],\680

map(lambda x: x*dt/2,k1[comp]))
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k1adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k1adj,exchtime)

commstart = pypar.time()

k2 = calcAmount(simTime+dt/2,dt/2,k1adj,compartments,\685

exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

k2adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl, nrCt, nrConc), \

numpy.float)690

for comp in compartments:

k2adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y:x+y, cl[comp],\

map(lambda x: x*dt/2,k2[comp]))

k2adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k2adj,exchtime)

695

commstart = pypar.time()

k3 = calcAmount(simTime+dt/2,dt/2,k2adj,compartments,\

exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

700

k3adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl, nrCt, nrConc), \

numpy.float)

for comp in compartments:

k3adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y:x+y, cl[comp],\

map(lambda x: x*dt,k3[comp]))705

k3adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k3adj,exchtime)

commstart = pypar.time()

k4 = calcAmount(simTime+dt,dt,k3adj,compartments,\

exchtime)710

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

simTime = simTime + dt

if ((curPulse < nrOfPulses)):

if ((simTime >= (1/(f/1000)))):715

simTime = 0.

curPulse = curPulse + 1
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for comp in compartments:

720

cl[comp] = map(lambda x,y : x + y , \

cl[comp], \

map(lambda x : x * (dt/6), \

map(lambda w,x,y,z:w+x+y+z,\

k1[comp],\725

map(lambda x: 2*x, k2[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 2*x, k3[comp]),\

k4[comp])))

################## end Runge-kutta ####################730

## Store results ##

if ((t-1)*dt % precision >= 0 and t*dt % precision < dt):

for comp in compartments:

results[comp][(t-1)*dt / precision] = cl[comp]735

resulttimes[(t-1)*dt / precision] = (t-1)*dt

if (t % 1000 == 0 and myid==0):

print "Progress message, currently at:",t/1000., "ms.\

current timestep:",dt740

t += 1

elif (method == "rkf45"):

while t < totaltime:745

################ Perform exchange #################

cl,exchtime = perform_exchange(cl,exchtime)

################## Perform Runge-Kutta 4th order\

for this timestep ##################750

commstart = pypar.time()

dy = calcAmount(simTime,step,cl,compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

755
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k1=dy

for comp in compartments:

k1[comp] = map(lambda x: step * x,k1[comp])

k1adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl,nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)760

for comp in compartments:

k1adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y:x+y, cl[comp],\

map(lambda x: x*1./4.,k1[comp]))

k1adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k1adj,exchtime)

765

commstart = pypar.time()

k2 = calcAmount(simTime+step/4.,step/4.,k1adj,\

compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

770

for comp in compartments:

k2[comp] = map(lambda x: x* step, k2[comp]);

k2adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl,nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)

for comp in compartments:775

k2adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y,z:x+y+z, cl[comp],\

map(lambda x: x*1./4.,k1[comp]),\

map(lambda x:x*3./4.,k2[comp]))

k2adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k2adj,exchtime)

780

commstart = pypar.time()

k3 = calcAmount(simTime+3.*step/8.,3.*step/8.,k2adj,\

compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

785

for comp in compartments:

k3[comp] = map(lambda x: x*step, k3[comp])

k3adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl,nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)

for comp in compartments:790

k3adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y,z,w:x+y-z+w, cl[comp],\

map(lambda x: 1932./2197.*x,k1[comp]),\
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map(lambda x:7200./2197.*x,k2[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 7296./2197. * x, k3[comp]))

k3adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k3adj,exchtime)795

commstart = pypar.time()

k4 = calcAmount(simTime+12./13.*step,12./13.*step,\

k3adj,compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart800

for comp in compartments:

k4[comp] = map(lambda x: x*step, k4[comp])

k4adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl,nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)805

for comp in compartments:

k4adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y,z,w,v:x+y-z+w-v,\

cl[comp],map(lambda x: 439./216.*x,k1[comp]),\

map(lambda x:8.*x,k2[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 3680./513. * x, k3[comp]),\810

map(lambda x:845./4104.*x,k4[comp]))

k4adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k4adj,exchtime)

commstart = pypar.time()

k5 = calcAmount(simTime+step,step,k4adj,compartments,\815

exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart

for comp in compartments:

k5[comp] = map(lambda x: x*step, k5[comp])820

k5adj = numpy.zeros((nrCr, nrCl,nrCt, nrConc),\

numpy.float)

for comp in compartments:

k5adj[comp] = map(lambda x,y,z,w,v,u:x-y+z-w+v-u,\

cl[comp],map(lambda x: 8./27.*x,k1[comp]),\825

map(lambda x:2.*x,k2[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 3544./2565. * x, k3[comp]),\

map(lambda x:1859./4104.*x,k4[comp]),\

map(lambda x:11./40.*x,k5[comp]))
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k5adj,exchtime = perform_exchange(k5adj,exchtime)830

commstart = pypar.time()

k6 = calcAmount(simTime+1./2.*step,1./2.*step,k5adj,\

compartments,exchtime)

comptime[0] = comptime[0] + pypar.time() - commstart835

for comp in compartments:

k6[comp] = map(lambda x: x*step, k6[comp])

diff = 0840

cl1 = numpy.copy(cl)

for comp in compartments:

temp = cl[comp][0] + 16./135*k1[comp][0]+6656./12825*\

k3[comp][0]+28561./56430*k4[comp][0]-9./50*\

k5[comp][0]+2./55*k6[comp][0]845

cl1[comp] = map(lambda x,y,u,v,w : x + y +u+v-w, \

cl[comp], \

map(lambda x: 25./216*x, k1[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 1408./2565*x, k3[comp]),\

map(lambda x: 2197./4104*x, k4[comp]),\850

map(lambda x: 1./5*x, k5[comp]))

diff = max(abs(temp-cl1[comp][0]),\

diff)

# If the difference between cl1 and temp is greater\

than ERRTOL, the solution855

# is very steep, so we discard the value later on and\

calculate again, using a smaller

# step size

if diff > ERRTOL:

wentwrong = True860

else:

wentwrong = False

cl = cl1

# calculate the new step size865

newstep = step*(ERRTOL/ (2*diff))**0.25
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# Make sure that MINSTEPSIZE <= newstep <= MAXSTEPSIZE

newstep = max(newstep, MINSTEPSIZE)

newstep = min(newstep, MAXSTEPSIZE)870

if (newstep == MINSTEPSIZE):

print "Minimum step size reached, error tolerance too\

low"

if pypar_imported:

pypar.Abort()875

else:

sys.exit()

# exchange step size and calculate smallest for next\

simulation step880

# also send whether the solution is steep, so we can\

discard if another

# process discards

send = numpy.zeros(2);

recv = numpy.zeros(2);885

send[0] = newstep

if wentwrong:

send[1] = 0

else:

send[1] = 1890

recv = pypar.reduce(send, pypar.MIN, myid,recv)

step = recv[0]

# if everything went right (no discards), continue

if (wentwrong == False and recv[1] == 1):895

t = t + step

simTime = simTime + step

if ((curPulse < nrOfPulses)):

if ((simTime >= (1/(f/1000)))):

simTime = 0.900

curPulse = curPulse + 1

mytimes.append(t)

if (len(mytimes) % 100 == 0 and myid==0):

print "Progress message, currently at:",t, "ms.\
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current timestep:",step905

################## end Runge-kutta ####################

## Store results ##910

if ((t-step) % precision >= 0 and t % precision < step\

and recv[1] == 1):

for comp in compartments:

results[comp][int((t-step) / precision)] = cl[comp]

resulttimes[int((t-step) / precision)] = t-step915

### End simulation loop ###

# Store last result920

for comp in compartments:

results[comp][-1] = cl[comp]

resulttimes[-1] = totaltime

end = pypar.time()925

if (method == "rkf45"):

# write all times at which a step of the simulation is\

performed to a file

if myid == 0:930

x = open(PATH+’times.txt’,’w’);

x.write(reduce(lambda x,y: str(x) +"\n" + str(y), mytimes))

x.close()

# exchange and calculate total-, computation- and\935

communication times and

# some stats about step size and print

# to stdout

ltime = numpy.array([end-start], ’f’)

xtime = numpy.array(exchtime,’f’)940

ctime = numpy.array(comptime, ’f’)
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pypar.barrier()

pypar.reduce(ltime, pypar.SUM, 0, ltime)

pypar.reduce(xtime, pypar.SUM, 0, xtime)

pypar.reduce(ctime, pypar.SUM, 0, ctime)945

if (myid == 0):

if (method in ["euler", "rungekutta"]):

print "Simulation using",method,"took", ltime, "of\

which communication took", xtime,"(sum of all",\

procr*procx,"processes) and comp took",ctime, "."950

else:

stepsizes = []

for i in range(len(mytimes)-1):

stepsizes.append(mytimes[i+1]-mytimes[i])

maxts = reduce(lambda x,y: max(x,y), stepsizes)955

mints = reduce(lambda x,y: min(x,y), stepsizes)

avgts = reduce(lambda x,y: x+y, stepsizes)/len(stepsizes)

print "Simulation using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 took",\

ltime, "of which communication took", xtime,"(sum of\

all",procr*procx,"processes) and comp took",ctime,\960

". max timestep:",maxts, ". min timestep:",mints,\

". avg timestep:",avgts

# gather all results and plot these to "plots.svg"

if (myid != 0):965

values = {}

for comp in compartments:

values[comp] = results[comp]

pypar.send(values,0,tag=3)

if (myid == 0):970

t = {}

for comp in compartments:

t[comp] = results[comp]

for i in range((int)(ceil((nrCr+0.)/br)) *\

(int)(ceil((nrCl+0.)/bx))):975

if (i != 0):

msg = pypar.receive(i,tag=3)

for j in msg:
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t[j] = msg[j]

980

allconcs = []

for i in range(nrCr):

for j in range(nrCl):

for comp in range(nrCt):

allconcs.append(t[(i,j,comp)])985

from pylab import *

times = [n*precision for n in range(1+\

(int)(totaltime/precision))]990

allconcs0 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[0], x) ,\

allconcs)

allconcs1 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[1], x) ,\

allconcs)995

allconcs2 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[2], x) ,\

allconcs)

allconcs3 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[3], x) ,\

allconcs)

allconcs4 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[4], x) ,\1000

allconcs)

allconcs5 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[5], x) ,\

allconcs)

allconcs6 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[6], x) ,\

allconcs)1005

allconcs7 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[7], x) ,\

allconcs)

allconcs8 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[8], x) ,\

allconcs)

1010

mean = numpy.zeros(1+(int)(totaltime/precision),\

numpy.float)

for j in range(1+(int)(totaltime/precision)):

for i in range(nrC):

mean[j] = mean[j] + allconcs6[i][j];1015
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mean[j] = mean[j] / (nrC);

RyRfinal = numpy.zeros(((int)(totaltime/precision),nrC),\

numpy.float);

sercafinal = numpy.zeros(((int)(totaltime/precision),nrC),\

numpy.float);1020

ATPfinal = numpy.zeros(((int)(totaltime/precision)+1),\

numpy.float);

for i in range(nrCr*nrCl*nrCt):

for j in range((int)(totaltime/precision)):

RyRfinal[j][i] = float(allconcs7[i][j+1] -\1025

allconcs7[i][j]) / float(resulttimes[j+1]-\

resulttimes[j])

sercafinal[j][i] = -float(allconcs8[i][j+1] -\

allconcs8[i][j]) / float(resulttimes[j+1]-\

resulttimes[j])1030

ATPfinal[j] = ATPfinal[j] + allconcs8[i][j]/nrC

ATPfinal[-1] = ATPfinal[-1]+allconcs8[i][-1]/nrC

EleF=[]

for i in range(nrCr):

for j in range(int((i+Zactin/Zsarc)*nrCl -\1035

((i+(Zactin-Overlap)/Zsarc)*nrCl))):

EleF.append(int(j + ((i+(Zactin-Overlap)/Zsarc)*nrCl)))

forcefinal = numpy.zeros(((int)(totaltime/precision)+1),\

numpy.float);

for t in range(1+(int)(totaltime/precision)):1040

for i in EleF:

forcefinal[t] = forcefinal[t] + allconcs1[i][t]/\

len(EleF)

forcefinal[t] = (forcefinal[t] - CaTropR) / TropT

1045

subplot(3,4,4)

for i in range(nrC):

plot(resulttimes,allconcs1[i])

subplot(3,4,5)

for i in range(nrC):1050

plot(resulttimes,allconcs2[i])

subplot(3,4,6)
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for i in range(nrC):

plot(resulttimes,allconcs3[i])

subplot(3,4,7)1055

for i in range(nrC):

plot(resulttimes,allconcs4[i])

subplot(3,4,8)

for i in range(nrC):

plot(resulttimes,allconcs5[i])1060

subplot(3,4,2)

for i in range(nrC):

plot(resulttimes,allconcs6[i])

subplot(3,4,3)

plot(resulttimes,mean);1065

subplot(3,4,1)

print len(resulttimes[0:-1]), len(RyRfinal)

plot(resulttimes[0:-1],RyRfinal)

subplot(3,4,9)

plot(resulttimes[0:-1],sercafinal)1070

subplot(3,4,10)

plot(resulttimes, forcefinal)

subplot(3,4,11)

plot(resulttimes,ATPfinal)

1075

import matplotlib

matplotlib.use(’SVG’)

savefig(PATH+’plots.svg’)

1080

# print all results to results.pyd (for import in the\

makeplot.py program)

resultfile = numpy.array(allconcs)

f = open(PATH+’results.pyd’, ’w’)

f.write("%f %f %i %i\n" %(precision, totaltime, nrCl, nrCr));1085

resultfile.tofile(f,sep=’ ’,format=’%.16g’);

f.close()

# generate animated gif of ca2+ concentration into\
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plots.gif1090

files = []

figure()

ax = subplot(111)

axis([0,Zsarc,0,Rhalf])

1095

maxColor = reduce(lambda z,v: max(z,v) , \

reduce(lambda x,y: max(x,y), allconcs6));

hot()

matplotlib.use(’agg’)1100

for i in range(1+(int)(totaltime/precision)):

cla()

for rpos in range(nrCr):1105

for xpos in range(nrCl):

rect = Rectangle((abs(z[xpos]),r[nrCr-rpos-1]),\

abs(z[xpos+1]),r[nrCr-rpos]-r[nrCr-rpos-1],\

fc=get_cmap()(allconcs6[rpos*nrCl+xpos][i]/\

maxColor))1110

gca().add_patch(rect)

xlabel("Time: "+str(i*precision))

fname = PATH+’/_tmp%03d.png’%i

savefig(fname)1115

files.append(fname)

os.system("ssh biodome.local /usr/bin/convert -delay "+\

str(int(60*precision))+" "+PATH+"_tmp*.png "+\

PATH+"plots.gif")1120

for fname in files: os.remove(fname)

print "All done"

1125

else:
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# this processor does no computation, but does\

participate in the reduce actions...

if method in ["euler", "rungekutta"]:

ltime = numpy.array(0, ’f’)1130

xtime = numpy.array(0,’f’)

pypar.barrier()

pypar.reduce(ltime, pypar.SUM, 0, ltime)

pypar.reduce(xtime,pypar.SUM,0,xtime)

else:1135

while t < totaltime:

send = numpy.zeros(1);

recv = numpy.zeros(1);

send[0] = resttime

recv = pypar.reduce(send, pypar.MIN, myid,recv)1140

step = recv[0]

t = t + step

ltime = numpy.array(0, ’f’)1145

xtime = numpy.array(0,’f’)

ctime = numpy.array(0,’f’)

pypar.barrier()

pypar.reduce(ltime, pypar.SUM, 0, ltime)

pypar.reduce(xtime,pypar.SUM,0,xtime)1150

pypar.reduce(ctime, pypar.SUM,0,ctime)



Appendix D

Makeplot

This appendix contains the source code to the ”makeplot.py” program and
a screenshot of the program. ”makeplot.py” can read results of a simula-
tion and then plot a subset of compartment results, plot the mean of all
compartments and plot the influx into the system.

”Makeplot.py”:

#!/usr/bin/env python

from Tkinter import *

import Tkinter, tkFileDialog

import os5

import numpy

from pylab import *

import time

import MCScrolledListBox

from parameters import *10

from calculateDerivativeParameters import *

precision = 0.25

totaltime = 12

import GuiAppD15

class makePlotWindow(GuiAppD.GuiAppD):

def createInterface(self):

self.root.geometry("800x400")

self.frame1 = self.createcomponent(20

121
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’frame1’,

(),None,

Frame,

(self.interior(),),

height=300,25

width=300,

)

self.frame1.pack(

side=TOP,

expand=YES,30

fill=BOTH,

)

self.w = self.createcomponent(

’mclisttest’,35

(), None,

MCScrolledListBox.MCScrolledListBox,

(self.frame1,),

)

40

for i in range(Plots[0]):

self.w.addColumn(label=i, expand=NO, width=8)

self.w.pack(

side=TOP,

expand=YES,45

fill=BOTH,

)

lists = []

for j in range(Plots[0]):

list = []50

for i in range(Plots[1]):

list.append("(%i,%i)" %(j,i))

lists.append(list)

self.w.setlists(lists)

55

self.frame2 = self.createcomponent(

’frame2’,
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(),None,

Frame,

(self.interior(),),60

)

self.frame2.pack(

side=BOTTOM,

expand=YES,

fill=BOTH,65

)

self.button = Tkinter.Button(self.frame2,text="Open",\

command=self.onOpen)70

self.button.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X,expand=1)

self.plotmean = IntVar()

self.checkbox = Checkbutton(self.frame2, text="Plot\

overall mean", variable=self.plotmean)75

self.checkbox.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X,expand=1)

self.plotinflux = IntVar()

self.checkbox = Checkbutton(self.frame2,text="Plot\

influx", variable=self.plotinflux)80

self.checkbox.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X,expand=1)

self.plots = Plots

self.button = Tkinter.Button(self.frame2, text="Plot",\

command=self.onPlot)85

self.button.pack(side=LEFT,fill=X,expand=1)

figure()

return

90

def onPlot(self):

MakePlot(self.component(’mclisttest’).getcurselection(),\

self.plots,self.plotmean.get(),self.plotinflux.get())
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def onOpen(self):95

f = tkFileDialog.askopenfilename(parent=self.root,\

mode=’rb’,title=’Choose a file’)

if f != None:

init(f)

self.redraw()100

def redraw(self):

self.destroycomponent(’mclisttest’)

self.w = self.createcomponent(

’mclisttest’,105

(), None,

MCScrolledListBox.MCScrolledListBox,

(self.frame1,),

)

for i in range(Plots[0]):110

self.w.addColumn(label=i, expand=NO, width=8)

self.w.pack(

side=TOP,

expand=YES,

fill=BOTH,115

)

lists = []

for j in range(Plots[0]):

list = []

for i in range(Plots[1]):120

list.append("(%i,%i)" %(j,i))

lists.append(list)

self.w.setlists(lists)

def MakePlot(indexes,plots,plotmean,plotinflux):125

clf()

legends = []

if (len(indexes) == 0):

indexes = [(0,0),]

for (x,y) in indexes:130

i =y*nrCr+x
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plot(times,allconcs6[int(i)])

legends.append("(%i,%i)" %(x,y))

if (plotmean):

plot(times,mean,’--y’)135

legends.append(’mean’)

ylabel(’Ca2+ concentration’)

if (plotinflux):

plot([0,],[0,],’--r’)

legends.append(’Influx’)140

legend(legends)

ax2 = twinx()

plot(times[0:-1],influx,’--r’)

ylabel(’Influx Ca2+’)

ax2.yaxis.tick_right()145

else:

legend(legends)

show()

def init(file):150

global Plots, times, allconcs6,nrC,influx,mean,dim,\

totaltime

f = open(file, ’r’);

x = f.readline()[0:-1].split(" ");

allconcs = numpy.fromfile(f,dtype=’f’,sep=’ ’)155

f.close()

precision = float(x[0])

totaltime = float(x[1])

nrCl = int(x[2])

nrCr = int(x[3])160

dim = nrCl*nrCr

allconcs = allconcs.reshape((dim,\

int(totaltime/precision)+1,9))

times = [n*precision for n in \

range(1+(int)(totaltime/precision))]165

allconcs6 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[6], x) , \

allconcs)
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allconcs7 = map(lambda x: map(lambda y: y[7], x) , \

allconcs)170

nrC = dim

mean = numpy.zeros(1+(int)(totaltime/precision), ’f’)

influx = allconcs7[0][0:-1]

for j in range(1+(int)(totaltime/precision)):175

for i in range(nrC):

mean[j] = mean[j] + allconcs6[i][j];

mean[j] = mean[j] / (nrC);

for j in range((int)(totaltime/precision)):

influx[j] = float(allconcs7[0][j+1]-allconcs7[0][j])/\180

float(times[j+1]-times[j])

Plots = (int(nrCl),int(dim/nrCl))

dim=0185

f =’results.pyd’

init(f)

window = makePlotWindow()

190

window.run()

A screenshot of the ”makeplot.py” program:
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Figure D.1: A screenshot of the ”makeplot.py” program
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